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Mr. Robert L. Granberg, PE
Assistant Director of Municipal Utilities
City of Stockton
Department of Municipal Utilities
2500 Navy Drive
Stockton, CA 95206
Dear Mr. Granberg:
The AECOM-WML JV (the “Qualified Respondent”) hereby submits its Proposal in response to the Request for Proposals
(RFP) issued by the City of Stockton (the “City”) on May 8, 2015, 2015.
As a duly authorized representative of the Qualified Respondent, I hereby certify, represent and warrant as follows in
connection with the Proposal:

1. Qualified Respondent acknowledges receipt of the RFP and the following addenda:
Addenda No.

Date

Addenda No. 1

May 19, 2015

Addenda No. 2

June 24, 2015

2. Proposal has been duly authorized by, and in all respects is binding upon, the Qualified Respondent. A Certificate

of Authorization that evidences my authority to submit the Proposal and bind the Qualified Respondent is attached
hereto.
3. The insurance coverage required by the draft Contract will be provided or brokered by various firms, as evidenced by
such firms’ firm's letters of intent submitted herewith (Appendix A).
4. The Qualified Respondent and each major Participating Firm have submitted all information that is required by the
RFP. To the best knowledge of the Qualified Respondent, all such information is correct and complete.
5. All information and statements contained in the Proposal are current, correct and complete, and are made with full
knowledge that the City will rely on such information and statements in evaluating Proposals.
6. The Proposal has been prepared and is submitted without collusion, fraud or any other action taken in restraint of
free and open competition for the services contemplated by the RFP.
7. Neither the Qualified Respondent nor any Participating Firm is currently suspended or debarred from doing business
with any governmental entity.
8. Neither the Qualified Respondent nor any Participating Firm is currently a debtor in any bankruptcy proceeding.
9. The Qualified Respondent and all Participating Firms have paid all taxes and fees due by the United States
Government, the State of California (if applicable), San Joaquin County (if applicable) and the City of Stockton (if
applicable) and are in good standing with these parties.
10. The Qualified Respondent has reviewed all of the engagements and pending engagements of the Qualified
Respondent, and no potential exists for any conflict of interest or unfair advantage.
11. Neither the Qualified Respondent nor any Participating Firm has been convicted of any criminal conduct or been
found to be in violation of any federal, state, or local statute, regulation or court order concerning antitrust, public
contracting, employment discrimination or prevailing wage.
12. The Qualified Respondent has carefully examined all documents constituting the RFP and the addenda thereto and,
being familiar with the work and the conditions affecting the work contemplated by the RFP and such addenda,
offers to furnish all labor, materials, supplies, equipment, facilities and services which are necessary, proper or
incidental to carry out such work as required by and in strict accordance with the RFP and the Proposal.

AECOM / WML JV
3960 Industrial Blvd.
Suite 300
W. Sacramento, CA 95691
www.aecom.com

916 375 1833
916 375 1848

tel
fax

July 23, 2015

Mr. Robert L. Granberg, PE
Assistant Director of Municipal Utilities
City of Stockton
Department of Municipal Utilities
2500 Navy Drive
Stockton, CA 95206
Dear Bob:
I want to take this opportunity to point out a few very important features of our proposal that will benefit Stockton.
We have done quite a bit more on your project during this proposal period than required by the RFP and have gone
beyond what we typically do for a Progressive Design Build proposal. We have done so because we want demonstrate
how our approach can help to give Stockton the maximum benefit from every dollar spent on the plant upgrades.
Based on the work done by our Design Build team, it appears that you will be able to complete the improvements for the
tertiary system, balance of plant for discharge permit compliance, improve your solids handling process, improve your
administration building and get a new lab facility facility - all for $150 M.
These improvements are based on a process configuration designed to maximize lifecycle benefits resulting in
significant savings over the long term. The configuration described in our proposal eliminates all but two of the existing
pump stations, and drastically reduces the need for chemical.
Our team is composed predominantly of local folks, supported by AECOM design build wastewater experts that are the
best in the industry. We have added Kleinfelder and HydroScience as exclusive design subcontractors. Both are local
and Kleinfelder maintains a large office in Stockton. We also have Collins Electric and Tesco on our team as exclusive
construction subcontractors. Again, both are local and Collins Electric has their headquarters in Stockton. As you know,
WM Lyles and AECOM both have local offices. Together we are an “all local” team and our intention is to keep all of the
economic benefit of this project in the area.
Our team is structured as an integrated 50/50 joint venture where the partners are joint and several for all risk – so
risk is not compartmentalized within our team. Both AECOM and WM Lyles are fully committed to project success
from start to finish. This structure eliminates discord within the team between the design and construction efforts.
Unlike most of our competition, we can then focus 100% of our energy and effort into collaborating with you to maximize
results and efficiencies for your project.
This also provides our team with the ability to self-perform portions of the construction work, which gives us the ability
to closely control the the schedule and the quality of the work. Controlling these two items gives the team final project
cost control. Again, we are structured in a way that maximizes our ability drive every possible efficiency into your
project.
We are looking forward to working with you and creating a team that will successfully explore the ideas in our proposal,
and deliver a project that satisfies your needs for the next fifty years.
Sincerely,
AECOM / WML JV

Brian Adams, PE
Senior Vice President, Water, Design Build
Brian.Adams@aecom.com
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AECOM & WML
– an Integrated JV
For this project, AECOM and W.M. Lyles
(WML) have formed a 50/50 integrated
joint venture.
Our integrated JV eliminates a management
layer and intermediate markups typical of a primesubcontractor relationship. All risks—both design
and construction—are shared equally, providing the
City a single point of accountability for all aspects of the
project. All of the design and construct capabilities of both firms is leveraged to the fullest extent possible.
AECOM and WML have a long history of working together where AECOM develops the innovative engineering
ideas and Lyles prices and evaluates the constructability of the concept. This approach provides early cost and
schedule certainty which coupled with the operational aspect of life-cycle analysis results in a “best value”
delivery of a project.
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1. Project Understanding
Delivering a Successful Project
We understand the City’s desire to implement this project
using a progressive design-build approach with extensive
collaboration between the City and the design-builder to
identify and evaluate options and then select the optimum
approach for implementation. We have taken the City’s
mandate to heart: “...generate cost-effective, creative
treatment solutions and work collaboratively with the City in
identifying those project elements that meet the goal of the
Project.” To demonstrate the value of our experience and the
interest we have in working with the City on this project, we
have kickstarted the collaborative development process by
performing an initial alternative analysis and selecting a best
value approach. These ideas are outlined in this proposal
with a proposed project that best meets the City’s needs and
budget of $150 M to $175 M. We look forward to working closely
with the City to both alter and refine these ideas during the
collaborative design development. Critical to our approach is
taking a closer look at the historical and current data trends to
find value opportunities.

It is worth noting that in recent years, growth in Stockton
has slowed considerably. Difficult economic times including
the sub-prime mortgage crisis in 2007 and the fall in housing
prices in 2008 have dampened historical growth rates. A flat/
low growth period was predicted by the CIEMP and influent
wastewater flow and organic loading for the ten-year period
from 2005 to 2015 confirm this assumption. However, after
2020, the CIEMP assumes that growth will return to its
historical levels of 2.5% per year.

Finding Opportunities for Stockton

Current Challenges

Stockton was founded during the California gold rush in the
mid-18th century. Its founder made the observation that more
money was to be made in servicing gold miners than it was
mining gold itself. To this end, he established a settlement
on the banks of the San Joquin River. Over the last 150 years,
the settlement, later incorporated as Stockton, grew as a
transportation / supply hub first for the gold miners and later
to support the growth of the agriculture and industry in the
Central Valley region.

The City’s decision to change course and pursue one
comprehensive improvement project using progressive design
build provides a unique opportunity to get the biggest “bang
for the buck”. With the City’s budget limited to $150 to $175 M,
this presents challenges as recent studies have estimated
the total costs to be $213 M, which does not even cover all the
recommendations in the CIEMP.

Figure 1-1 shows Stockton’s rapid population growth and the
assumed continuation of such rapid growth by the 2011 Capital
Improvement and Energy Management Plan (CIEMP) after a
brief growth hiatus from 2010 to 2015.

500,000

Thus, a key question becomes: will population growth return to
historical averages or will water conservation and reduction of
industrial organic loading continue to offset modest population
growth? The answer to this question could have a profound
impact to this project and consequently, a reassessment of
the CIEMP growth forecast is warranted. If the CIEMP Plan
projections are too high, capacity expansions can be phased
thus deferring capital spending further in the future to, if and
when, it is actually needed.

Given these budget constraints and the plethora of existing
problems and possible solutions, the principle challenge for
the City and its selected Design-Builder is to sort through
existing needs, determine best value solutions, and develop
a significantly more cost-effective approach for project
implementation so that competing needs and priorities can
be adequately reconciled. Key for this project is: will growth
accellerate to pre-2010 rates as the CIEMP assumes, or will
growth continue at the current more measured pace?
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Figure 2-1
Will growth accellerate to pre-2010 rates as the CIEMP assumes, or will growth continue at the current, more measured pace? Our team
will look at phasing the expansion due to this uncertainty.
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These needs can be sorted into five main drivers for change:
1. More Stringent Regulatory Limits. The WWTP is under a
consent order to implement a new disinfection byproduct
standard in the final effluent discharge by July 1, 2018.
In addition, the facility must meet new nitrate and nitrite
nitrogen discharge limits by June 1, 2024. Both of these
goals represent significant change for the existing facility
and will require major capital investment.
2. Need for Increased Capacity. The CIEMP forecasts a 60%
increase in influent flow and loadings by 2035. Meeting
these expanded capacity requirements will also require
significant capital investment.
3. Aging Infrastructure/Modernization. With most of the unit
processes in the plant ranging in age from 40 to 70 years,
making judgements about which infrastructure to
abandon and which to renovate or re-purpose will be a key
activity of during the Phase I design development. Figure
1-2 provides a visual summary of the age of existing
facilities with the newest additions (less than 10 years
old) denoted by green highlights and the oldest by red and
black highlights.
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AGE OF FACILITIES (YRS)
40-50
30-40
20-30
Ter t iar y
Plant

Newer ≥

10-20

< 10

M a i n P la nt
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Figure 2-2
Relative Age of Existing WWTP Facilities: With many components of
the plant being 40+ years old, careful consideration must be given to
any re-use or repurposing strategy to ensure the reliability and costeffectiveness of future operations.
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4. Personnel Facility Needs. The treatment plant has
grown in size, complexity and age over the years and
this has necessitated increases in the City operations,
maintenance and engineering staff. However, personnel
facilities including laboratory space, offices, locker
rooms, and the like, have not kept pace. In addition,
control rooms are scattered around the facility and
SCADA monitoring is incomplete, making operations
less efficient. Capital investment is needed to add new
facilities, to renovate and expand existing and to add a
centralized control/operations center in order to make
plant operations more efficient, improve staff morale, and
decrease staff turnover.
5. Cost of Improvements. With population growth
apparently slowing, there is likely to be a relatively
fixed group of users that must share the necessary
infrastructure improvement and long-term lifecycle
costs. As rate increases are always unpalatable, a wiser
decision might be to invest in improvements that can pay
for themselves and serve to lower monthly payments for
the Stockton rate payers.

Our Team’s Initial Analysis
We have evaluated plant performance data, reviewed design
drawings and carefully toured the facility multiple times
with AECOM / WML design and construction leads. The key
observations summarize our thoughts on a big picture view of
the facility’s current status:
• Flows and Organic Loads are flat since 2005. As the
recession is generally deemed not to have started until
2007/2008 and the economy generally recovered by 2012,
it is interesting to note that flows and loadings before and
after the recession are largely unchanged. Factors such
as increasing water conservation and declining industry
activity might be masking a modest level of population
growth; however, the overall trend appears to be flat
and inconsistent with historical growth trends. The key
question is how long will this slowdown last and what
strategies should the City employ to best manage it?
• Phased Capacity increases can defer capital expenditures.
Our Team’s conclusion from this initial flow and loading
analysis is that use of CIEMP design criteria may overpredict the City needs – with the consequence that
valuable investment dollars will be tied up in a premature
capacity increase. However, if instead the project was
phased and capacity added in two or three increments,
then deferred investment dollars could be used for other
priorities, possibly even measures that would lower
lifecycle costs and provide a better return for the City’s rate
payer investment. One possibility could be deferring 2 of
the 6 aeration tanks and secondary clarifiers and using the
savings to fund personnel improvements.
• Energy Savings Appear Promising. The EPA Energy Star
program has benchmarked energy efficiency at almost
2000 wastewater treatment plants. Using the EPA program
metrics, Stockton grades out as decidedly average. This
underscores a very real opportunity to not only re-configure
the plant to meet the new effluent discharge requirements
but also to include energy efficiency, sustainability, and
other long-term viewpoints in the decision model.
Technical Proposal
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Our Team’s Approach
We have closely reviewed the CIEMP, preliminary designs for
the headworks and tertiary treatment. Based on observations
from our initial review of performance data and historical
drawings, we outline below key elements of a recommended
approach:
• Revised Design Criteria and Staged Implementation Plan.
Although we will conduct a thorough study during Phase 1
engineering, we are optimistic that a staged approach
and implementing the 60% capacity increases outlined in
the CIEMP in two or three stages will result in significant
savings for the City from deferring investment to only when
it is needed.
• Abandon obsolete facilities. Due to a combination of age,
process obsolescence, and energy inefficiency, a number of
existing processes are candidates to be fully replaced with
modernized facilities. This includes existing headworks,
biotowers, secondary clarifiers, secondary effluent pump
station No. 1, nitrifying biotowers, DAFs, and tertiary filters.
• Add new core treatment processes. To position the
Stockton plant for its next 50 years of operation,
more modern and energy efficient unit processes are
recommended to best meet current and anticipated future
regulatory requirements while minimizing lifecycle costs.
Proposed new core processes include a modernized
headworks, BNR activated sludge, disk filtration, UV
disinfection, and screw press dewatering.
• Water Conservation. RWCF flow records show an average
difference between influent and effluent flows is as much
as 8 mgd. This implies that seepage and evaporative losses
of water across the approximately 700 acres of ponds and
wetlands are resulting in a significant loss of water to the
Delta. To add some perspective, 8 mgd represents the
water consumption of a good-sized city. Thus, bypassing
the ponds during normal operations while sending a small
flow to preserve the wetlands, would have the benefit of
enhancing water conservation by returning significantly
more flow to the river.

Proven Teamwork
Approach
Right Team

W.M. Lyles Co. or AECOM D-B
(Note: numbers in parenthesis
refer to multiple projects
in this location)

Innovative Engineering
Self-Performance
Best Local Resources

Performance
Meeting all Performance
Requirements with
On Time Delivery

Value
Consistently meets
Owner’s budgets and
schedules
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AECOM-WML Team Projects
Sacramento (2)
Richmond (3)
Stockton
Atwater (3)
Patterson (2)
Fresno (5)
Visalia
Delano
Bakersfield (6)
Taft
Arvin (2)
Diablo Grande
Palmdale

Marina (2)

Fillmore(2)

Rialto (4)
Indio

Beverly Hills Palm Springs (3)
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• Re-purpose existing structures. To obtain continuing value
for the City’s past investment, existing structures can be
modified and re-purposed to contribute to a simplified
process flow scheme. Examples include: converting the
existing biotower pump station to a new secondary effluent
pump station; altering the existing secondary clarifiers
and chlorine contact tank for use as peak flow equalization
tanks; changing secondary effluent pump station No. 2
to serve as a bypass/peak flow pump station; and repurposing the oxidation ponds (one or all) to serve as
emergency flow diversion/storage.
• Preserve Bio-diversity in the Wetlands. The wetlands are
a valuable resource for both birds and the environmental
community. We believe we can maintain a healthy
operation of this wildlife resource while still costeffectively achieving the projects goals by taking the
wetlands out of the process flow scheme in normal
operations. This will significantly lower operating costs
while maintaining effluent quality. We would still discharge
amounts of treated effluent to the ponds to maintain the
environment advantages of the wetlands.
• Make Personnel Facility Improvements. A modern plant
needs the support of a skillful workforce. We propose to
provide modern facilities to promote maximum efficiency
for plant staff.

How we are going to get there
The objective of Phase 1 is to develop a scope of work that
provides best value for the City. While the specifics of our
implementation plan are discussed in greater detail in our
project management approach, in simplest terms, our approach
is based on:
• Identify. We will reconsider past reports, existing data,
and current operating practices in light of new information,
new requirements, and new objectives, to leave no stone
unturned. With our
unbiased viewpoint,
we can apply a fresh
perspective on how
facility unit processes
can be changed for the
better.
• Compare. The process
will yield alternatives
which will need
rigorous comparison.
Our experienced team
allows us to quickly
focus on the essential
differences so the
relative comparison of options can be developed in short
amount of time.
• Choose. Our integrated JV brings the resources of a
combined engineering and construction entity which allows
us to quickly sort through the pros and cons and generate
accurate capital and operating cost estimates to assist the
City in making a well-informed and timely decision.

City of Stockton RWCF Project
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The value of our approach is summarized in the table below:

Achieving the City’s Goals
City Needs

The AECOM / WML Lyles team delivers

Facilities that are safe to operate
and maintain

Safety in design and safety in the operations and maintenance of the facilities we build is
paramount to the AECOM / WML JV. We suggest minimizing facilities that are both above
and below ground, avoiding confined spaces and strictly cordoning off hazardous areas

Operational Efficiency

We will provide new personal facilities with adequate locker and office space, centralized
control rooms, improved SCADA with automatic and fail safe controls, and judicious use of
monitoring cameras to maximize process efficiency/chemical usage.

A project that maximizes lifecycle value

Our approach includes savings electrical costs by eliminating 5 major inter-process
pumping stations; using the highest efficiency aeration blowers and diffusers; and lower
sludge disposal costs by producing a drier sludge cake with the new screw presses.

Future flexibility to addressing
changing regulations and water
quality

Our proposed aeration basins can be modified to provide advanced nitrogen removal
(4-stage Bardenpho). Advanced phosphorus removal can be provided by continuing with
chemical enhanced primary clarification or retrofitting bio-P within the aeration basins.
Other possibilities include leaving space for adding coagulants/flocculant before tertiary
filtration to enhance metals removal.

A facility that is sized correctly
and supports the City’s long term
growth strategy

Based on our preliminary calculations, we have sized the facility for 50% of the CIEMP
expansion, which will provide plenty of opportunity add to the City’s industrial user base
without overspending for un-needed excess capacity.
The AECOM / WML JV approach keeps the future in the forefront: we design and construct
only what you need now, with a phased build-out approach, while still providing enough
treatment capacity to allow Stockton to connect new industrial users to the system.

A facility built to highest quality
standards

Our team has an outstanding track record in constructing quality project. Our ability to
self-perform allows us greater control of quality to meet and exceed the highest industry
standards.

Obtaining the lowest
construction cost while
minimizing schedule risk

Our team’s unique combination of self-performing all major construction together with a
fully open book approach eliminates unneccesary subcontractor markups while providing
the most competitive pricing. Through our self-performance, we also have the best control
over the schedule.

Pursuit of Clean Water State
Revolving Funds

The AECOM / WML JV and main subcontractors have experience helping the client secure
WSRF funding. Our most recent experience is at the Davis, CA WWTP design build project.

Discharge Permit

We will design a facility that meets all of Stockton’s compliance needs.

Ability to Work Effectively with
Owner’s Project Team

AECOM / WML JV have worked together successfully with Owner’s project teams on several
design build opportunities in the challenging California market. Particularly important
for this opportunity, the AECOM / WML JV worked with both Robertson-Bryan and Ewing
Construction Services at the Davis, CA WWTP Design Build project.

Maximizing local participation

AECOM / WML have included Kleinfelder and Collins Electric, both with offices in Stockton.
Whereever possible, we will seek to engage qualified local labor so Stockton received the
maximum economic benefit from this project.

City of Stockton RWCF Project
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WM Lyles Co
California-based
construction standout
with more than 40 D-B
projects
From its beginning in the oil fields at Avenal, in
the Kettleman Hills of Central California in 1945,
the W.M. Lyles Co. has progressed to a diversified
construction organization performing work
throughout California and with operational capacity in
several adjoining states. From the initial oil field work,
W.M. Lyles Co. rapidly expanded into all phases of underground construction, including water, sewer, and steel
pipelines as well as becoming one of California’s premier hard bid and design builders of water and wastewater
treatment plants. WML self-performs all types of earthwork, civil work, concrete, mechanical piping, HVAC, and
equipment installation. This approach allows for optimum cost-efficiency and ensures maximum flexibility and
on time completion while maintaining the high standards of quality control mandated by the organization.
W.M. Lyles Co. (WML) is a subsidiary of Lyles Diversified Inc. and is routinely listed in the Top 4 Environmental
Contractors in California, based upon annual volume. They maintain a strong presence throughout California,
including their West Sacramento office which will serve as the project office for the team.

AECOM
National wastewater leader with $1.75 billion of D-B projects since 1993
AECOM was officially founded in 1990, although some of our predecessor firms had distinguished histories
dating back to the early 1900s, including respected water/wastewater engineering firms Metcalf and Eddy,
Boyle, and Earth Tech, as well as permitting experts EDAW. Through these legacy companies, we have been
providing design services for water and wastewater projects for over 115 years. AECOM has a net worth of
$2.2 billion and is a full-service environmental design, design-build and construction management firm with
a bonding capacity in excess of $3 billion and in excess of $500 million for project-specific at-risk work.
Headquartered in California, AECOM maintains offices throughout the state, including over 200 staff in our
nearby Sacramento office.
In 2007, AECOM became a publicly traded company on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE: ACM) with a
current market capitalization of $3.2 billion. Today, we are listed on the Fortune 500 as one of America’s largest
companies, recognized by Ethisphere as one of the world’s most ethical companies, and our talented employees
now serve clients in more than 140 countries around the world. We are proud to be recognized in Engineering
News-Record’s 2015 Top 500 Design Firms’ rankings, where AECOM is ranked #1 for overall engineering, #2 for
wastewater and the #3 Top Green Firm. And for four consecutive years, Newsweek has included AECOM on its
U.S. Companies Green Rankings list, a list that analyzes environmental footprint, corporate management and
transparency, to find the most eco-friendly companies.
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2. Technical Approach
Through careful analyses of existing reports and plant data, we have
developed a new path forward that saves $70+ M over past estimates,
while providing the necessary process upgrades, improving lifecycle costs
and upgrading personnel facilities.
We have closely reviewed the CIEMP, preliminary designs for
the headworks and tertiary treatment, performance data, and
historical drawings. From this analysis, we recommend an
approach that offers substantial cost savings when compared
to the CIEMP estimates. A proposed process flow diagram and
site plan that help summarize key elements of our approach is
provided in Figure 2-1and Figure 2-2.

Table 2-1
Influent Characteristics Summary: Our analysis shows significant
differences between CIEMP projection and recent plant data,
providing opportunity for significant savings
Parameter

Intermediate

Ultimate

CIEMP
2035
Design
Basis

Based on the 2012 to March 2015 performance data, we
analyzed current flow and loadings and compared this more
recent data with proposed design loadings in the CIEMP for
2035 conditions. Table 2-1 provides a summary of influent
characteristics.

AA Flow (mgd)

30.9

38.0

48.4

49.3

MM Flow (mgd)

36.9

45.4

57.7

56.1

Several things stand out on Table 2-1. While 2035 projected
flows for annual average (AA) and maximum monthly (MM) are
very similar to those in the CIEMP, peak hourly flows from the
past three years are less than 80 mgd and project to only 92
mgd. Furthermore, measurement of these peak hourly flows
may be flawed as during high flow events the influent flumes
are often reported to be surcharged which would tend to overestimate influent flow measurements. Thus, a more detailed
look at past and more recent readings is needed to best
estimate the design peak hour flow for the new headworks.

Influent Flow and Load Analysis

Our current thinking is to make the new grit and screening
facilities expandable to +/- 122 mgd, while installing sufficient
capacity for current peaks. For example, assuming 3 screen
or grit chambers for the ultimate design condition (2035), then
the unit capacity would be about 42 mgd (i.e. 122/3). Slightly
over-sizing this capacity to a nominal 46 mgd could provide
an adequate margin over current peak hours flow (maximum
76 mgd in the last three years) while retaining the ability to add
capacity should it be proven to be required in the future.
We assumed the ultimate condition BOD loading to be the same
as the value in the CIEMP forecast. Flows and loadings for other
parameters were adjusted in proportion to this load based on
assuming the same wastewater characteristics found over the
2012 to 2014 period.
Another notable difference with CIEMP forecast loads is the
change in influent TSS. TSS loads have significantly increased.

Technical Proposal

Current
(2012 to
2014)

Projected Flow & Load
Based on Current Raw
WW characteristics

MD Flow (mgd)

50.0

64.0

78.2

-

Peak Hour Flow
(mgd)1

76.0

92.0

122.0

122.0

AA BOD (lb/d)

84,140

103,400

131,640

123,600

MM BOD (lb/d)

108,700

133,600

170,100

170,100

MD BOD (lb/d)

126,210

161,600

197,400

-

AA TSS (lb/d)

86,310

106,600

135,000

107,900

MM TSS (lb/d)

117,860

144,700

184,400

152,200

MD TSS (lb/d)

129,470

165,700

202,500

-

7,700

9,800

12,000

10,600

AA NH3-N (lb/d)
MM NH3-N (lb/d)

9,200

11,800

14,400

12,200

MD NH3-N (lb/d)

11,500

14,800

18,000

-

$149 M

$174 M

Budget

Notes:
1. AA=annual average; MM=maximum month; MD=maximum day
2. Based on adding the CIEMP difference (17 mgd) between the 2008 value of
105 mgd and future peak hour flow (122 mgd) to the 2012 to 2014 measured peak
hour flow (76 mgd)
3. Intermediate expansion is approximately 50% between current and ultimate
expansion flows & loadings.

One possible explanation for this increase is that industrial
contributions have changed and the relatively high BOD
loadings have diminished with the consequence that Stockton’s
raw wastewater displays a more typical domestic wastewater
character where BOD and TSS concentrations are very similar.
Ammonia levels have also increased when compared to CIEMP
levels. This also may be a result of a change in industrial
contributions. Because characterizing the wastewater as
accurately as possible will clearly have long-term benefits for
the City, we recommend an in-depth study of flows and loading
and a workshop with the City during Phase I.
City of Stockton RWCF Project
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2. Technical Approach

AECOM/WML JV

Alternatives Analysis

Our $150 M Intermediate Expansion approach offers the City
an opportunity to significantly defer a portion of the ultimate
infrastructure needs ($25 M). We propose adding additional
equipment or structures at some future date, only if-andwhen they are needed and when funding is available from new
developments.

Headworks
We suggest a modified approach to the recent preliminary
design to improve operability and lower capital costs by $4 to
$5 M. A new trench style self-cleaning influent pump station
is proposed with new fine screening and grit removal located
above ground.
Table 2-2
Comparison of Headworks Capital Costs ($ millions)
Description

2011
CIEMP

2015 CDM
PDR

New or Rehab Headworks

$15.1

$19.38

Auxiliary Pump Station

$3.23

Budget Subtotal

$18.33

$19.38

Secondary Treatment
Estimated capital cost savings of our approach to secondary
treatment are summarized in Table 2-5 and save approximately
$70 M compared to the previous studies and estimates. Below
we discuss our specific approach that includes BNR.

BNR Addition
AECOM/
WML

$14.0

$4 to $5 M savings from the 2015 PDR

We suggest demolishing the existing safety and training
building, and incorporating its functions in the an expanded
administration building, in order to create space for a new
23’ by 55’ long influent pump station. The station will feature
four new vertical turbine solids handling pumps, each with
27.5 mgd capacity for a firm station capacity of 55 mgd. The
pumps would be set at grade with no appurtances or piping
located with the wetwell. Similar to the PDR concept, the
existing influent pump station will be used for wet weather
peak flows.
The compact footprint of the station offers significant
construction cost savings, with only 30% of the footprint
required by the proposed screening/pumping building in
CDM’s PDR, plus the self-cleaning features offer significant
operational benefits for both heavy solids and floatables
removal. By locating the new station adjacent to the existing
headworks building, there are additional savings from avoiding
large diameter influent sewer modifications to bring flow to
and from a new fine screening/influent pump station structure.
Instead, with our approach, flow will continue to enter the
existing headworks and pass through the existing screens
and into the existing screening effluent channel – we suggest
modifying these for coarse solids removal. A new opening at the
northern end of the channel will allow flow to pass into the new
pump station.

City of Stockton RWCF Project

Influent flow will be transferred to a new above grade screening
and grit removal facility. The City will realize significant savings
in equipment by avoiding use of 36’ long screens. Our proposed
new installation will be far more operationally reliable as
screenings will move downhill to a dumpster at grade rather
that struggling back to grade from a 25’ hole in the ground. Our
recommended switch to 3”-6” coarse screens will also greatly
reduce the volume of screenings that need to be removed from
the existing below grade headworks.

Trickling filters generally offer less energy use than activated
sludge; however, this advantage disappears when more than
one stage is used. Therefore, to reduce energy usage and
meet the new nitrogen standards in a single unit process, we
recommend the City closely evaluate the benefits of a new
Biological Nutrient Removal (BNR) activated sludge process.
This would include building new aeration tanks in a Modified
Ludzack Ettinger (MLE) configuration, adding new secondary
clarifiers, high efficiency turbo blowers, and return sludge
pump stations. The key benefit is replacing the current four
stages of biological treatment (biotowers, oxidation ponds,
wetlands, and nitrifying biotowers) with a single, more energy
efficient unit process that provides both carbon and nitrogen
removal, and is far easier to operate and maintain.
A total aeration basin volume of approximately 20 MG needs be
provided for the ultimate condition. Further, this volume will
be confirmed based on Biowin modeling after additional data
collection during Phase 1 design development. We anticipate
using an aerobic sludge age of 6 days under minimum
month temperature conditions and using a maximum MLSS
concentration of 3500 mg/L.
As summarized in Figure 2-3A, each aeration basin will be
subdivided into four zones to accomplish both carbon (BOD) and
nitrogen removal while providing an anoxic selector to produce
a good settling sludge. Equipment includes submersible mixers
in the anoxic zones and an internal mixed liquor recycle pump
to enhance nitrogen removal.

High Efficiency Blowers

Oxygen for carbonaceous BOD and ammonia removal will be
supplied by high efficiency turbo blowers. Each blower will
have a capacity of 6,700 scfm and can meet the pressure
requirements of a deep tank aeration system. A firm capacity of
40,000 scfm will be provided. The blowers will be installed on a
slab on grade with a pre-engineered canopy overhead.

Technical Proposal
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Fine Screens

Vortex
Grit Removal

Primary
Clarifiers

BNR
Aeration
Tanks (6)

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
New core treatment processes.

Secondary
Clarifiers (6)

60”
Pipeline
Below River

Influent
PS

Secondary
Effluent
PS

River

Disk Filters

UV
Disinvection

Optional Peak
Flow Storage

48”/36“”
Pipeline
Below River

The Value of Our Approach
Headworks

$14.0 M

Secondary Treatment

$70.7 M

Tertiary Treatment

$23.1 M

Personnel/Admin Improvements

$10.0 M

Solids Handling Improvements

$8.3 M

Miscellaneous sitework

$3.3 M

Engineering

Total

$20.0 M

$150.0 M

Ponds
Optional Peak Flow
Storage

Bypass
PS
Engine
Generator

Gravity
Thickeners

Electricity

Digester Gas
Heat

Screw Press

A savings of
over $70 M!
(compared to
previous estimates
by others)

Gravity Belt
Thickeners

Anaerobic
Digesters

Belt Filter
Press

Dry Sludge

Wetlands

To position the Stockton plant for the next 50 years
of operation. We recommend more modern and
energy efficient unit processes to best meet current
and anticipated future regulatory requirements
while minimizing lifecycle costs. Proposed new core
processes include a modernized headworks, BNR
activated sludge, disk filtration, UV disinfection, and
screw press dewatering.

Re-purpose existing structures.

To obtain continuing value for the City’s past
investment, existing structures can be modified
and re-purposed as part of a simplified process
flow scheme. Examples include: converting the
existing biotower pump station to a new secondary
effluent pump station; altering the existing secondary
clarifiers and chlorine contact tank for use as peak
flow equalization tanks; changing secondary effluent
pump station No. 2 to serve as a bypass/peak flow
pump station; and re-purposing the oxidation pond(s)
to serve as emergency flow diversion/storage.

Preserve Bio-diversity in the Wetlands.

The wetlands are a valuable resource for both birds
and the environmental community. We believe we can
maintain a healthy operation of this wildlife resource
while still cost-effectively achieving the projects goals
by taking the wetlands out of the process flow scheme
in normal operations. This will significantly lower
operating costs while maintaining effluent quality and
we would still discharge amounts of treated effluent
to the ponds to maintain the environment advantages
of the wetlands.

(not in normal operation)

Tertiary Treatment

Given significant costs to renovate the filters,
add significant piping infrastructure to connect
the existing filtered water pump station with the
new UV process, plus considering the 12 foot
pressure drops across the deep bed filters and the
relatively low position of the filters which doesn’t
allow gravity flow through UV disinfection to the
river, we believe the plant will be better served
by abandoning the existing filter complex and
substituting new disk filters together with new UV
so that lifecycle costs can be minimized for the
next 50 years.

Figure 2-1
AECOM / WML’s proposed improvements with a capital savings of over $70 M
Technical Proposal
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Existing Liquid Process at Main and Tertiary Facilities
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OUR APPROACH
One of the key goals of this project, or any
design-build project, is to reduce life-cycle
costs—configure existing unit processes and
any new unit processes in such as manner that
allows for the lowest combination of capital and
operating costs.
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With this cost minimization goal in mind, we
suggest the following modifications to the
recommended flow diagram from the 2011
CIEMP.
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Note: existing sludge cake is handled twice before truck loading
and the long pipeline to pump cake is maintenance intensive.

Belt Filter
Press
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Note: existing sludge cake is handled twice before truck loading

Save energy and millions of dollars
in annual chemical costs.

Figure 2-2
Our Approach: Summary of how the existing plant
liquid and solids train are modified under our approach
to simplify processes and reduce life-cycle costs

AECOM/WML JV

A

B
 Anoxic Zone

The first stage consists of an anoxic zone where no air will be added. A portion of the nitrified effluent from
near the end of the aeration basin will be returned to mix with the influent and return activated sludge (RAS).
Denitrification will occur in this zone, which consumes the influent readily biodegradable BOD as the carbon
source and results in the conversion of nitrate to nitrogen gas. As no air diffusers will be used, the zone will be
completely mixed using the existing submersible propeller mixers. In addition to removing nitrogen, the anoxic
zone will function as a biological selector to best control the settling properties of the mixed liquor solids.
Effluent from the anoxic zone will exit through openings at the aeration zones.

 Pre-Anoxic Zone

The only change here is in name only. With the addition of a second anoxic zone, the former anoxic will now be
call “pre-anoxic” zones to discriminate it from the second or “post-anoxic” zone.

 Aerobic 1, 2 and 3 Zones

To make up for the aerobic volume that will be
lost to create the new post-anoxic zone, the
length of the existing tanks will be increased
to create additional aerobic treatment volume.
Because a new zone will be created between
the former Aerobic zones one and two, the
enlarged aerobic volumes will be re-named, with
the newly created volume denoted as Aerobic
2 and the former Aerobic 2 volume re-labeled
as Aerobic 3. The new aerobic zone will be
equipped with a fine bubble aeration system
and its own dissolved measurement and airflow
measurement and modulating controls.
Some of the existing openings between zones
will need to be plugged and new openings added
to allow the flow to pass from Aerobic zones 1 to
2 to 3.

 Aerobic 1, 2 and 3 Zones

The second, third and fourth stages consist of aerated zones
each equipped with a fine bubble aeration system and separate
controls for measuring and modulating the amount of dissolved
oxygen in each zone. The aeration system provides oxygen for
oxidation of remaining organics and completing nitrification and
also provides sufficient energy to completely mix the zone and
keep the mixed liquor solids in suspension.
Dissolved oxygen meters in each zone will be used to modulate
air supply and maintain a preset dissolved oxygen concentration
(nominally 2 mg/L). Air control valves with motor operators and
new air flow meters will be provided on the air supply to each
zone.

 Deox Zone

A new channel will be created by
adding additional concrete walls to
connect the existing internal recycle
pump with the newly named Aerobic 3.
Flow will exit the aerobic zone through
a new notched opening and enter
the deox channel. Approximately
one minute of detention time will be
provided to allow the mixed liquor
time to uptake oxygen and lower the
dissolved oxygen that will be recycled
to the pre-anoxic zone by the internal
recycle pump. In addition to the flow
that is recycled, a portion of the flow
will pass through a new opening in the
channel wall into the new post-anoxic
zone.

 Internal Mixed Liquor
Recycle Pumping

New internal recycle pumps (one
per basin) will be provided at the
end of the last aerobic zone. The
pumps will return wastewater back
to the anoxic zone to increase the
efficiency of nitrate removal. The
pumps will have a nominal pumping
capacity of 18,750 gpm (27 mgd). For
the maximum monthly design flow,
this represents a recycle pumping
capacity of approximately 225%.

The aeration zone is divided into multiple stages using baffle
walls. Openings in the baffle walls will be staggered to produce
an optimal flow pattern to maximize hydraulic efficiency as well
as avoiding the buildup of scum. The nitrified and fully treated
wastewater will pass from the last Oxic zone over the full width
weirs and into the aeration basin effluent channel for flow
distribution to the secondary clarifiers.

Example of MLE process conversion to a 4-stage Bardenpho process to meet more stringent effluent
nitrogen requirements

 Post-Anoxic Zone

The post-anoxic zone is required as stage four to complete the
denitrification process and remove the remaining nitrates with the addition
of an external carbon source. From the newly created deox zone, flow will
pass through a new opening in the new wall and into the post-anoxic zone
proper which will be completely mixed with a submersible propeller mixer.
The existing fine bubble diffusers will be removed and possibly relocated to
the new Aerobic zone 3. Effluent from the post-anoxic zone will flow through
a new opening and into the re-aeration zone.
Supplemental carbon will be added to the post-anoxic zone. Carbon addition
will be fed through the plant SCADA with a carbon dosage modulated by the
aeration basin influent flow. An ORP meter will be provided to assist the
operator.

 Reaeration

This zone will provide the
final aeration before the
treated wastewater passes
to the secondary clarifiers.
A new wall will be added
across the full width of the
aeration basin to separate
the reaeration and postanoxic zones. New openings
will be provided at the top
and bottom of the new wall
to admit flow from the postanoxic zone.

Figure 2-3
BNR Aeration Tank Configuration.
A. A total aeration volume of 20 M gallons is anticipated. This volume will be confirmed using Biowin modeling during Phase 1
engineering
Technical Proposal
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The proposed high efficiency turbo blowers offer the following
advantages over other blower options for this project including:
• Up to 20 – 30% better
operating efficiency results
in significant power savings
• Excellent turndown
capability to handle varying
flow loads
• Compact footprint
• Built-in noise enclosure for
low noise
• No gearboxes or oil
lubrication systems to maintain
• Low routine maintenance (changing of inlet filters)

Secondary Clarification

If the heart of the new process is its aeration basins, then its
engine is the new secondary clarifiers with the all important
task of separating liquids and solids and returning all the
biological mass back to the head end of the treatment process.
Flow splitting weirs mounted in the common aeration basin
effluent channel will provide an even distribution of flow to each
secondary clarifier. Six 165-foot-diameter clarifiers are needed
to satisfy the Ultimate condition—one for each aeration basin.
It should be noted that, flow from all basins will be combined
and redistributed to the all operating clarifiers.
Rapid sludge collection and removal will be provided using
either a spiral-type rake and central collection sump or by a
rapid sludge suction device such as Tow-bro®. All clarifiers
will be supplied with extra sidewater depth for optimal sludge
blanket control during abnormal operating conditions.
A RAS pump will be dedicated to each clarifier for positive
sludge removal. RAS pumping will be grouped with one
station for each pair of clarifiers (two pumps per station with
a common spare). Each clarifier will be equipped with its own
scum collector system with scum routed to a common pumping
station serving all four units.
Construction of the new BNR/secondary clarifier system will
be done in two stages. Stage I will include the construction
of the extended primary effluent line, new primary effluent
splitter box, aeration basins, aeration effluent splitter box,
two secondary clarifiers, and blower building. Once these new
facilities are constructed, tested, and commissioned, final
tie-ins will be made to the 60-inch primary effluent pipeline
and a temporary tie-in to the existing 48” bypass. These tie-ins
will allow the new facilities to be placed in active service for
treatment of normal wastewater flows. Completion of Stage
1 construction will allow the biotowers and biotower pump
station to be taken out of service and the Stage 2 construction
will begin. Here the remaining secondary clarifiers and RAS
pumps will be constructed at this location.

Technical Proposal
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Wet Weather Management Strategies

Our initial thoughts are to use the existing chemically enhanced
primary treatment (CEPT) and target chemical addition only
during wet weather and maximum month influent loading
conditions. Addition of a coagulant such as ferric chloride
together with a polymer for flocculation can increase TSS and
BOD removal in the primaries to greater than 70% and 50%
removals, respectively. This has two major benefits:
• decreased loadings to secondary treatment and
consequent savings in aeration basin volume and aeration
supply
• increased gas production in the digesters from the
improved primary clarifier performance
By adding chemicals only during the infrequent periods when
wet weather or high loadings occur, annual chemical costs
from the program will remain modest while the benefits can be
considerable.
Another wet weather strategy is to use the existing 48” bypass
piping and divert peak hour flows in excess of 80 mgd directly to
one of the ponds that has been taken out of service in Phase 1
construction. As peak hour flow above this threshold is very rare
(e.g. hourly flows greater than 80 mgd have not occurred since
2012), and since the ponds have been demonstrated to not leak
to the environment, occasional diversions of primary treated
flow to a one way discharge with no return of wastewater from
the pond. The benefit of this strategy is to limit the amount of
flow equalization needed prior to tertiary treatment.

Revised Secondary Effluent Pumping

Rather than building a replacement station as outlined in the
CIEMP, we propose to re-purpose the existing Biotower pump
station. Based on the cost estimates in the CIEMP, this reuse
of existing infrastructure could reduce project capital cost by
more than $1 M.
Each of the four existing pumps are rated at 28.5 mgd
@ 55” TDH. Based on a preliminary hydraulic analysis, we
anticipate a rating for each pump in the new application to be
approximately the same. Extending these results provides a
firm capacity of 85 mgd. This capacity is more than sufficient
for flows up to future maximum daily levels, and as will be
discussed later in emergency flow diversions, station capacity
can be further supplemented by the proposed bypass pumping
system.

Peak Flow Equalization

We suggest upsizing tertiary treatment capacity to handle
maximum monthly flows and almost be able to handle future
maximum day flows. This leaves flows during a peak day that
could be higher than downstream treatment capacity. Given the
availability of existing infrastructure, and as an alternative to
simply pumping excess flow to the ponds/wetlands, we suggest
converting the existing secondary clarifiers and chlorine
contact to equalization tanks. Approximately 5 MG of storage
could be provided by each assembly of tankage, for 10 MG total.
While this volume will be confirmed by further study during
Phase 1 Engineering, the total appears conservative, especially
given the backup storage/disposal capacity of the ponds.
City of Stockton RWCF Project
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Tertiary Treatment
The current scheme to renovate the filters has the following
disadvantages:
• filter renovation is a significant cost
• adds significant piping infrastructure to connect the
existing filtered water pump station with the new UV
process
• requires a 12’ pressure drops across the deep bed filters
• the low position of the filters does not allow gravity flow
through UV disinfection to the river
Given the above, we believe the City will be better served by
abandoning the existing filter complex and substituting new
disk filters together with new UV so that lifecycle costs can
be minimized for the next 50 years, as well as saving $12 M in
upfront capital construction costs.
Assuming a design flow of 60 mgd, five new disk filters (four
operating, one spare), located on a slab at grade with a preengineered canopy and open sides, could meet the City’s
filtration needs for the next 50 years. Cloth disk filters are
proven in Title 22 applications and have the key operating cost
advantage of minimizing energy requirements as the design
headloss is only 1-foot which is an order of magnitude less than
the existing deep bed filters. In addition, providing new disk
filters together with the new UV will allow the entire tertiary
treatment train to be designed together and be situated to
permit gravity flow all the way to the river.
The HDR preliminary design for UV recommends a four channel
low pressure, high output UV system. This approach overlooks
recent developments in UV technology that have been validated
and approved for Title 22 usage. We recommend a change
to this low pressure, very high output technology which will
greatly reduce the number of bulbs required and permit a
more cost effective two channel design, while simplifying O+M
requirements.
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We expect significant savings in the tertiary treatment area as
summarized in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3
Tertiary Treatment Cost Comparison: AECOM / WML’s approach
saves $13 M and simplifies O+M requirements
Description

2011
CIEMP

2015 HDR
PDR

AECOM/
WML

New Interconnecting
FM

$4.0

New Disk Filters

$7.5

New UV Disinfection

$31.61

Site and Civil
Improvements
Tertiary Filter
Rehab

$22.01
$0.91

$3.11

$2.18

Yard piping

$3.56

Ancilliary Facilities

$3.76

Electrical
Budget Total

$11.6

$2.72
$34.72

$35.14

$23.1
$12 M

AECOM / WML Savings

Emergency Flow Diversions

Given the existing assets of nearly 500 acres of ponds and the
48-inch bypass piping in the Main Plant area, there is potential
for adding emergency flow diversion at multiple places across
the treatment process. Diversion of primary effluent and
secondary effluent could be provided up to the hydraulic
capacity of bypass piping effluent pumping station.
The newer of the existing secondary effluent pump stations
could be re-purposed for bypass pumping across the river to
the ponds using existing piping. Additional gravity diversions
to the ponds could be provided after tertiary filtration and UV
disinfection using a combination of existing and new piping.
To accomplish our proposed flow diversion scheme, minimal
cost is required to add the benefit of diverting flow during
upset conditions as most of the infrastructure required already
exists.

Figure 2-4
Tertiary Treatment Recommendations: The benefits of the AECOM / WML JV Approach to the tertiary treatment include energy
improvements, reduced capital required for upgrade and simpler O+M.
Technical Proposal
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Existing secondary effluent pump station No. 1 has three
pumps installed with room for one more. The station’s current
firm capacity is 75 mgd with an overall capacity of 95 mgd
according to the 2011 CIEMP. However, in converting the
station to bypass pumping, capacity will decrease as the 60”
line across the river needs to be reserved for secondary effluent
pumping and consequently bypass pumping must switch to
using the existing 48”/36” river crossing line. We have done
a preliminary hydraulic evaluation and estimate the firm and
overall capacity of the re-purposed pump station will decrease
to approximately 60 and 75 mgd respectively. This capacity is
still more than sufficient to pump the maximum wet weather
flows of 42 mgd. In addition, the station can serve as a backup
to the re-purposed Biotower pump station (now pumping
secondary effluent) as for this service the 60” line can be used
allowing the stations full capacity of 75 mgd firm and 95 mgd
overall to be employed.

Solids Handling Improvements

Wetland Flow Diversion

As recommended in the CIEMP, screw presses will be added,
but with a capacity sufficient for average sludge volumes. When
periods of higher sludge loadings occur, then the existing belt
filter presses and sludge cake pumps will be brought back into
active service.

By pumping secondary effluent directly to the new tertiary
treatment disk filter and UV disinfection process, both the
ponds and the wetlands will be removed from the normal
treatment train. To estimate water consumption across the
ponds and wetlands, we reviewed the difference between
plant influent and effluent flow records. In 2013 and 2014,
the average difference on a daily basis was 8 mgd. Assuming
the loss of water is proportional to surface area, then the
loss through the wetlands is approximately 28% based on the
ratio of wetlands area (180 acres) to pond and wetlands area
(190+125+135+180 = 630 acres). This results in an estimated
average flow loss through the wetlands only of approximately
2 mgd. Thus, if this relatively small amount of flow was diverted
from the new force main to tertiary treatment and discharged
into the existing supply canal, sufficient water could be routed
to the wetlands to maintain a healthy ecosystem.
During Phase 1 engineering, in-depth estimates of
evapotranspiration and seepage losses will be made to
best estimate the monthly range of target flow diversions to
maintain a minimum wetlands water level.

We suggest separate thickening of primary and new BNR
waste activated sludge to avoid increased biological activity
from combination of active biology (WAS) and significant food
source (primary sludge). This would involve dedicating the
gravity thickener to handling primary sludge and dedicating the
existing gravity belt thickeners for handling WAS. The combined
sludge will be pumped to the anaerobic digesters. Because
sufficient digester capacity is available, we suggest converting
one of the older digesters into a digested sludge storage
tank and employing it as a buffer tank to feed the new screw
presses (based on information the City shared during a recent
site visit, this change may have already been implemented) .
This modification will allow the existing sludge lagoons to be
retired and possibly backfilled to create more space for plant
operations as construction of new aeration basins and clarifiers
will generate a source of fill.

This approach takes full advantage of the City’s recent
investment in the 2015 rebuilding of both belt presses and
replacement of both cake pumps. The screw presses will be
installed in the upper level of a new roofed but open sided
structure. The presses will deposit dewatered cake on a new
conveyor system that will be used to load sludge onto a drive
through truck loading area. New pipelines will bring digested
sludge over from the existing dewatering building area and
extend the sludge cake pipeline from the sludge loading area to
the new dewatering building.
A filtrate equalization tank will be included as part of the
new dewatering building. This tank will store the high
ammonia concentration dewatering filtrate so that it can be
evenly returned to the aeration tanks over a 24-hour basis.
Figure 2-5 summarizes an overview of these solids handling
improvements.

Figure 2-5
Solids handling improvements: Our recommendations will allow for efficient operations and will free up space on site by retiring the lagoons.
City of Stockton RWCF Project
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Summary and Two Stage Construction Plan
Figure 2-6 summarize major equipment and structures for
our proposed approach. In addition, phasing of the overall
construction into two major pieces, the first being an interim
expansion which is about half way to the CIEMP recommended
design loads for 2035, with a second step that would follow if
triggered by increasing flows and loads to complete ultimate
expansion to 2035 projected design loads. Sequencing of both
equipment and structures is included in the scope of work
for each expansion phase. Based on the deferred equipment
and structures as outlined Figure 2-6, we estimate a deferred
savings of approximately $25 M with this phased expansion
approach.

AECOM/WML JV

Table 2-4
Current and Proposed Lifecycle Costs
Unit Process

Units

Average
Annual Power
Consumption

Existing

Influent Pumping

kwh

2,534,500

Proposed

New influent pumping

kwh

2,285,400

kwh

249,100

Savings

%
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Existing

Biotower PS, Biotowers,
Secondary Clarifiters, hilift PS, NBTs, Raw Water
PS and DAFs

kwh

13,122,900

In addition to all the capital benefits offered throughout
this section, our concepts also provide many other benefits,
such as: lower investment, lower lifecycle costs, preserving
wetlands biodiversity, enhancing operations, meeting
schedule, and maintaining flexibility for the future.

Proposed

New Secondary
Treatment

kwh

7,982,600

kwh

5,140,300

%

39

Existing

Influent Pumping

kwh

3,502,600

Lowest Lifecycle Costs

Proposed

New Secondary Effluent
Pumping and New Disk
Filters

kwh

2,643,300

kwh

859,300

%

25

kwh

6,248,800

%

33

$

749,900

Additional Benefits to Stockton

Taking the DAF out of normal operation will reduce polymer
consumption by millions of pounds per year. Eliminating
chlorination, dechlorination and chloramination, and
substituting new UV disinfection, will also significantly reduce
RWCF chemical usage. Anticipated electrical power savings
from the proposed influent pumping, secondary treatment
and disk filtration are summarized in Table 2-4. The new UV
disinfection will increase power consumption, but this will be
offest by savings in chemical. Overall, lifecycle costs at the
RWCF can be significantly reduced.

Preserving Wetland Biodiversity

The Stockton wetlands are a known breeding site for birds and
are enjoyed by hundreds of bird watchers each year. A recent
survey by the Audubon Society found some 55 species and
7500 birds. While we proposed taking the wetlands out of the
normal treatment process, we plan to preserve this significant
public amenity by a one-way diversion of sufficient flow to keep
the wetlands green.

Minimizing Capital Costs and Maximizing Best
Value

Our team has prepared sketches of proposed improvements,
which are presented in Appendix C. We have obtained
equipment pricing from our suppliers and from recent projects
and our estimating team has a prepared cost estimates for
each work area based on these concept designs which is
presented in Appendix D. We are forecasting significant savings
over the engineer’s estimates furnished by MUDs various
consultants. Table 2-5 summarizes the estimated project
budget and rationale for why our design is more cost effective.
Perhaps the two most important attributes of approach are the
ability to (1) meet the new regulatory requirements and (2) stay
within budget.

Savings

Savings
Total Savings

Notes:
1. Current Kwh consumption based on the 7/2013 to 6/2014 fiscal year as
estimated from RWCF MOMRs.
2. Using the 2011 Electrical One-line survey drawings, a model of existing
electrical consumption was prepared and calibrated to existing usage.
Modifications for the proposed new processes were then made to this model to
generate a before and after comparison.
3. Savings assume $0.12/kwh and do not include projected power consumption
increase for new UV disinfection.

Further Improvements to Operational Efficiency

We believe a priority for the current project is to improve the
current operations – specifically by providing:
• expanded laboratory space with provisions for outside
sample delivery
• a new central control room for all facility operations
• new locker and shower facilities for plant staff
• new office space for engineering, operations, and the City
management
• relocate the laboratory functions into a new laboratory
space, which will include space for the environmental
group
• remodel and code updates to all control rooms, lockers and
shower areas
• enhancements to the existing administration building to
include space for engineering, City management, and site
safety operations
• enlarging the Operations support offices into the area now
used by the environmental group

City of Stockton RWCF Project
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Figure 2-6

Summary of Major Facilities
and Construction Phasing
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 New Influent Pump Station

Structure
• 23 X 55 X 35 foot deep concrete structure
• 10 foot wide at base of trench
Major Equipment
• Four 27.5 mgd pumps with 400 Hp motor w/
VFD
• Pumps are vertical turbine – Fairbanks
Morse VTSH type
Interim Expansion Construction
• Build new station and install all equipment
• Consider lengthening station to allow for
future pump addition
Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• Possibly add additional pumps

 New Fine Screening &
Grit Removal

Structure
• Approx. 25’ X 45’ fine screening structure (8’
deep channel) in concrete & masonry wall
building
• Approx. 44’ X 82’ grit & flow splitting
structure. Concrete to water line and
masonry block above.
Major Equipment
• 2, 46 mgd ¼-inch fine screens with space for
a third
• 2, 46 mgd capacity, conical tray vortex grit
units with space for a third
• Each grit unit 12 foot diameter w/13 trays
• Two screenings wash presses (3 hp)
• Four grit pumps (space for two more in the
future) 400 gpm ea. 10 hp
• 2 grit classifiers, 2 hp ea

Ultimate (2035) Expansion
Construction

16

Structure
• Two story roofed structure with open sides
• Drive-thru sludge truck loading

15
13

19

 Primary Clarifiers
Structure
• No changes

Major Equipment
• Future need to repair/modify primary
clarifiers #5 & #6
• Consider modifying square clarifiers into
circular
Interim Expansion Construction
• Defer work to future expansion
Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• Provide new mechanisms and bring repaired
back on-line

 New Aeration Basins

Structure
• 6 aeration basins, each with two passes
• Each basin 560’X45’X20’deep, 3.77 mg ea
• Three Flow Split structures
(PE, 2 SC & 4 SCs)
Major Equipment
• Anoxic zone mixers (12 @ 20 HP ea.)
• IMLR pumps, 27 mgd ea. @ 2’ TDH, 25 hp
Interim Expansion Construction
• Build 4 of 6 aeration basins
• Provide 8 of 12 anoxic mixers &
4 of 6 IMLR pumps
• Provide all flow split structures
Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• Add final 2 aeration basins & clarifiers
• Add last four anoxic mixers &
last 2 IMLR pumps

 New Blower Building

Interim Expansion Construction
• Install 2 fine screens, 2 vortex grit units,
2 wash presses, 4 grit pumps & 2 classifiers

Structure
• Slab on grade with pre-engineered canopy
• Dimensions TBD

Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• Install 3rd screen & vortex grit unit

Major Equipment
• 7 units, each at 6,700 scfm capacity @
10.25 psi
• 40,000 scfm firm capacity
Interim Expansion Construction
• Install 6 of 7 blowers
Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• Install blower #7

 New Secondary Clarifiers

Structure
• 6 - 165’ dia. concrete secondary clarifiers
• 15’ sidewater depth
Major Equipment
• Spiral rake mechanism with sludge & scum
rakes
• Internal scum collection box
• Peripheral FRP weirs and launder covers
Interim Expansion Construction
• Build 4 of 6 secondary clarifiers
Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• Add final 2 clarifiers

 New RAS Pump stations

Structure
• Three stations (one per clarifier pair)
• 30 x 50 slab on grade
Major Equipment
• 1 – 9.0 mgd pump per clarifier (common
spare per pair) w/50 Hp motor
• 44 mgd design capacity (80% of MM flow w/
one unit OOS)
Interim Expansion Construction
• Build 2 of 3 RAS/WAS stations
Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• Add final RAS/WAS pump station

 Bypass Pump Station (former Secondary

 New Tertiary Plant Area EQ (former

Structure
• No changes

Structure
• Allow for minor structural modifications
(likely new feed or withdrawal piping)

Effluent station No. 2)

Major Equipment
• 3 existing pumps 34.6 mgd @ 15‘ TDH,
100 HP motor
• Hydraulic capacity to be checked due to
smaller FM but modifications should be
unnecessary
Interim Expansion Construction
• Construct all modifications
Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• No changes

 New Main Plant Area Flow EQ (former
secondary clarifiers

Structure
• No changes

Major Equipment
• Demolish & remove existing clarifier
mechanisms & scum tanks
• Retain existing sludge pumps for
EQ water return
Interim Expansion Construction
• Construct all modifications
Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• No changes

 Secondary Effluent Pump Station (former  New Disk Filters
Biotower PS)
Structure
• Allow for minor structural modifications to
existing structure

Major Equipment
• 4 existing pumps, 26 mgd @ 55’ TDH, 350 HP
ea
• Modifications for new service TBD
Interim Expansion Construction
• Construct all modifications
Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• No changes

Structure
• Slab on grade with pre-engineered canopy

Major Equipment
• 5, 30 disk cloth filters in SS tanks w/covers
Interim Expansion Construction
• Install new structure & 5 disk filters
Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• Add additional filter if required

 New UV Disinfection

Structure
• Slab on grade with two UV channels
Major Equipment
• LPHO type system, No. of banks and bulbs
TBD (based on selected supplier)
Interim Expansion Construction
• Construct two channel UV system
Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• No changes

Technical Proposal

chlorine contact tank)

Major Equipment
• Need to add small pump station to return
flow from storage to disk filters
Interim Expansion Construction
• Construct all new facilities

Major Equipment
• Floc Tanks, 6 total, 1.5 HP each
• Screw presses, 6 total, 7.5 HP each
• Liquid polymer makeup and feed system for
each sludge press
• Conveyors for truck loading
Interim Expansion Construction
• Construct new building & install four sludge
presses & polymer systems
Ultimate (2035) Expansion

Add 2 more sludge presses & polymer
systems

 New Laboratory

Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• No changes

Structure
• New building matching existing
Administration building

 Admin/Engineering/ Safety Building

Major Equipment
• None

Structure
• Modify exsiting structure to facilitate the
removal of the laboratory functions and the
addition of engineering / safety functions
Major Equipment
• Not applicable
Interim Expansion Construction
• move laboratory staff to new building
• relocate engineering staff to existing admin
building
• relocate safety staff to existing admin
building
• building to be enlarged as necessary
Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• No changes

 Gravity Thickener No. 1
Structure
• Demolish

Major Equipment
• Demolish
Interim Expansion Construction
• No new work
Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• Add second gravity thickener for primary
sludge thickening

 Existing Dewatering Building

Interim Expansion Construction
• New Laboratory building to be constructed
where the temporary Engineering building
now sits. The Environmental group will be
relocated to the new Laboratory building
Ultimate (2035) Expansion

No new work

 Operations Building
Structure
• No new building
Major Equipment
• None
Interim Expansion Construction
• Expand the Operations group into the
portion now housing the Environmental
group
Ultimate (2035) Expansion

No new work

 Maintenance / Collections Building

Structure
• Construct an addition to existing building to
hourse additional office and meeting space
to spare
Major Equipment
• None

Structure
• No changes

Interim Expansion Construction
• As above

Major Equipment
• No changes

Ultimate (2035) Expansion

None

Interim Expansion Construction
• No changes
Ultimate (2035) Expansion
• Demo once screw press dewatering facility
is expanded

City of Stockton RWCF Project
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Table 2-5
Cost Effectiveness of our Approach: Proof of cost effectiveness of AECOM / WML JV design is demonstrated in this section. Our approach
saves of $70 M compared to previous estimates.
Process Area + Potential Savings

CIEMP or
Consultant Budget

Our Team’s
Project Budget

Headworks
Reduced yard piping & below grade construction. Equipment
savings

$19.38 1

$14.0

Secondary Treatment
More accurate estimate based on our similar project in Davis

$155.10 2

$70.7

Modify Primary Squaracircles
Defer until required by increased flows

$2.4 3

Tertiary Treatment
Use of latest UV technology allows a more cost-effective two
channel design plus savings from not rehabbing existing facilities

$34.15 4

$23.1

Personnel Facilities Improvements

$8.17 3

$10.0

Solids Handling Improvements

$7.9 3

$8.3

Digester FOG Modifications
Reconsider after current improvements are complete and revised
plant energy usage is demonstrated

$11.1 3

Miscellaneous site work

$3.3

Engineering and construction management (15% allowance)
Subtotals

Budget Items to
Deferred

$20.0
$224.7

$150.05

$13.5

Notes:
1. Budget from the CDM/HDR Headworks PDR.
2. Budget for the High Rate A/B Stage Activated Sludge process from the April 2015 HDR Nitrate Removal Study.
3. Budget estimate from the 2011 CIEMP.
4. Budget from the April 2015 Final Draft Basis of Design Report for Tertiary Treatment with costs for DAF improvements excluded.
5. Details of our construction cost estimate are included in Appendix D.

Additional Value-Added Alternatives
In addition to the operational benefits of our approach, a significant consolidation of plant
operations could be realized if the City: (1) purchased the adjacent property just south of the
current sludge loading area and (2) obtained a combined compliance schedule for DBP and
nitrogen removal that allows sufficient construction time to build all the new facilities in one
integrated project. This could allow all the new core treatment facilities to be located on the
same side of the river. The Main Plant could effectively become “the Plant”. Acquisition of
this property would also positively impact truck traffic for chemical deliveries and offloading
of digested sludge as the current left hand turn from Navy drive into the facility could be
eliminated with a revised plan for truck traffic to enter (with a right hand turn) from a new
northern entrance on West Charter Way and travel up the existing service road to the back gate
of the facility. Trucks leaving the facility can have the luxury of making a right hand turn either
onto Navy Drive or onto West Charter Way.

Technical Proposal
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Future Flexibility

One key feature of a treatment plant design is its ability to both
anticipate and accommodate future regulatory changes. This
requires an ability to be flexible and to morph to meet future
requirements with minimal investment. Given the magnitude of
the City’s current spending to achieve current regulatory limits
and expand the plant to meet forecast capacity requirements,
building in allowances for future requirements is a reasonable
policy goal. As our goal is to support the City with these upfront
planning efforts, we identified a number of options for future
plant modifications should regulatory requirements change
in the future. For example, our recommendation is to provide
deep tank aeration as a future building block. This unit process
has an inherent capability to be modified for increased nitrogen
removal as outlined in Figure 2-3B. Other examples of flexibility
include meeting a future effluent requirement for phosphorus –
which could be accomplished by removing phosphorus
using the currently practiced chemically enhanced primary
clarification. Another example would be to modify the aeration
basins to add biological phosphorus removal.

Other Facility Improvements
Once the key decisions are made regarding the major process
facilities then the remainder of the project canvas can be
painted. All of these many non-process related features of the
project will be documented in successive drafts of an evolving
basis of design report however additional workshops with the
City staff will be conducted to further flesh out changes to
existing operational needs and practices at the RWCP that will
result from the newly modified facilities in the current project.
Some brief thoughts about the approach and challenges are
presented below for civil/site work, geotechnical, structural,
building services, electrical design and power distribution,
SCADA, CMMS, security/surveillance systems, and personnel
improvements. All of these engineering and architectural
design disciplines are located together in one place - the
AECOM design center.

Civil/Site Work

Key features include:
• 2500 LF of new 60” force main to transfer secondary
effluent from river crossing to the new tertiary treatment.
We plan to follow existing pipeline alignments to best avoid
any conflicts with endangered species/elderberry trees.
• New large diameter primary effluent, RAS, MLSS, and
secondary effluent piping for the new BNR facilities
• New roadways to support the new dewatering building,
new tertiary treatment area, and modified personnel
facilities
We anticipate a workshop with the City to review existing traffic
patterns and to develop options for new building locations and
associated impacts on traffic patterns and roadway needs.

Technical Proposal
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Geotechnical
Previous Field Explorations
Over the last 50 years, Kleinfelder has completed numerous
field investigations at the RWCF.
Anticipated Subsurface Conditions
Main Treatment Plant Area
With the exception of unimproved areas, we anticipated that fill
will be encountered near surface at much of the site. Fill has
been characterized in the past as consisting of silty sand, near
the existing biotowers and primary sedimentation tanks, to a
depth of 6 to 9 feet. Borings located adjacent the sludge lagoon
encountered fill consisting of medium stiff to very stiff clay
extending to depths of 7 to 10 feet. Fill thickness in historical
explorations have ranged between 4 to 13 feet thick.
Alluvial deposits underlie the artificial fill throughout the
project site. Alluvium encountered during field exploration
consisted mainly of layers of medium stiff to stiff clays
and medium dense to dense silty sands and sandy silts.
Groundwater is anticipated to be encountered at depths of
about 10 to 15 feet below existing grade.
Tertiary Plant Treatment Area
The near-surface soils will likely consists of fill characterized
as stiff to very stiff, clay that extended from the surface to
depths of approximately 2½ and 10 feet. Kleinfelder provided
all the material testing services during the original construction
(1970’s) so the fill in the proposed improvement areas were
likely previously tested for compaction. The near-surface fill is
likely underlain by primarily alluvial soft to stiff clay, which may
extend to depths of about 15 to 25 feet. These soils are in turn
likely underlain by interbedded alluvial layers of medium dense
to dense sand and silts, and stiff to hard clays. Groundwater is
anticipated to be encountered at depths of approximately 10 to
15 feet below existing grade.
Anticipated Foundation Support for Proposed Structures
We anticipate that foundations for the main proposed structure
development will primarily consist of shallow foundations
(spread and continuous footings, mat foundations, ringwalls foundations). To avoid deep foundations, preloading of
specific foundation areas may also be considered. However if
heavier construction, such as larger/high tanks are proposed,
consideration should be given to deep foundations.
Recent changes to the California Building Code (CBC 2013) have
dramatically increased the estimated peak ground acceleration
from the previous code (CBC 2010) by about 40 to 50% in the
project area. Based on the estimated peak ground acceleration
for the project site (about 0.4g) we anticipate the potential for
liquefaction induced and seismic settlement will theoretically
be realized. However, it is our opinion that the anticipated
shallow foundations can be cost effectively designed to
accommodate such dynamic settlements and maintain
structural integrity for the intended operational functions.
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Proposed Geotechnical Field Exploration Program
Exploration information from the previous investigations noted
above will be used to supplement information obtained from
our proposed field exploration program.
Area

Proposed Field Explorations

New Influent
pump station

Two 50-foot deep test borings – Since
these borings will be converted to slug
test wells, they will be advanced using
hollow-stem augers (to prevent bentonite
smearing on the side of the holes).
We have enough data from previous
explorations nearby for a liquefaction
comparison of sandy soils.

New Fine
screening & Grit
removal

One 30-foot deep test boring

Primary Clarifiers

None

New Aeration
Basins

One 1-foot deep test boring
Two 35-foot deep test borings. We
propose converting these two of these
borings to slug test wells. They will be
advanced using hollow-stem augers.
The 50-foot boring would be used for
liquefaction assessment.

New Blower
Building

One 50-foot deep test boring
One 30-foot deep test boring

New Secondary
Clarifiers

Two 75-foot deep Seismic Cone
Penetrometers (SCPTs) – For assessment
of liquefaction potential.

New RAS Pump
stations

Three 30-foot deep test borings

New Main
Plant Area flow
EQ (former
secondary
clarifiers

Two 75-foot deep Seismic Cone
Penetrometers (SCPTs) – For assessment
of liquefaction potential.

New Disk Filters

One 50-foot deep test boring
One 30-foot deep test boring

New UV
disinfection

Two 30-foot deep (each) borings

New Tertiary
Plant Area EQ
(former chlorine
contact tank)

Five 15 foot deep (each) borings

New Sludge
Dewatering
Building

One 50-foot deep test boring

Estimation of Groundwater Quality and Dewatering Volumes Phase 1
Since dewatering and associated assessment of groundwater
quality may be required at the proposed influent pump station
and new aeration basins; we propose converting the two
proposed borings for the new influent pump station, and the
two 35-foot deep proposed borings at the aeration basins to
slug test wells to adequately assess the aquifer properties. Soil
gradation testing will be performed from select soils samples
obtained from the affected aquifer zone at each boring location.
Kleinfelder will monitor baseline water levels in the test wells
by installing a data logger device in each well. Water level data
within the test and monitoring wells will be compared against
the actual slug test water levels to assess differences and aid in
evaluating the local aquifer properties.
Kleinfelder will coordinate and conduct a slug test in each test
well. A slug or pre-fabricated “dummy” of known volume will be
lowered into the well until fully submerged. The displaced water
will be automatically recorded by the data loggers previously
installed. We will also complete at least two suites of water
quality testing on groundwater samples.
A site conceptual model will be developed using readily
available information about the site (i.e., boring logs, grain size
analyses, aquifer test results, site plans, and previous reports).
The conceptual site model (CSM) will aid us in our assessment
of hydrogeologic conditions at the site. The software used to
estimate hydraulic properties for the aquifer testing data will
be AQTESOLV created by HydroSOLVE, Inc.
Using the data generated from the aquifer test, CSM and the
Universal Well Formula or Theis Non-Equilibrium Formula,
we will estimate a range of the aquifer parameters. Hydraulic
conductivity and transmissivity values will allow us to estimate
a range of anticipated flows during dewatering.
Geotechnical Laboratory Testing
Additional laboratory tests will be performed in accordance
with current ASTM standards on selected samples to evaluate
the physical and engineering characteristics of the subsurface
materials. These tests may include moisture content, dry unit
weight, grain-size distribution, Atterberg Limits, Expansion
Index, compaction characteristics, soil strength testing and
consolidation. Several suites of corrosion testing will also
be performed to yield values for pipeline analysis. The final
selection of testing type and frequency will be determined after
the field exploration.

Structural Design (including seismic)

One 30-foot deep test boring

Drill five 15-foot deep test borings along
New Digested
Sludge Pipeline & the proposed alignment
Equalized Filtrate
Return to AB
Field explorations will be completed using
truck mounted drill and CPT rigs.
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Structural design approach is to provide a code compliant
design for all proposed new facilities and condition and seismic
assessments studies of the existing structures to be an integral
part of the Design Build improvement. The new structures will
be designed to the newest California Building Code, 2013 CBC,
the latest ASCE 7-10, ACI 350, and applicable AWWA Standards
including seismic resistant structure systems and foundation.
The foundation system for all structures will be designed to
dissipate code prescribed gravity and lateral effects with
acceptable structural movements. From a seismic perspective,
Technical Proposal
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the general geotechnical condition is such that foundation,
which are founded on depth less than 35 feet deep, will
experience some form of dynamic settlement due to site
liquefaction potential. The structure and foundation will be
designed to accommodate such dynamic settlements and
maintain structural integrity for the intended operational
functions.
For the major new treatment facilities:
• Influent Pump Station: The influent pump station will
be located inside the existing headwork structure and
constructed with new reinforced concrete walls and
slabs. The new base floor may experience effects of
dynamic settlement from liquefaction but the structure
and foundation will be designed to accommodate such
dynamic settlements and maintain structural integrity for
the intended operational functions. The new pumps will be
located above the existing headwork roof and supported by
additional reinforced concrete slab, beams, and walls as
well as other required piping and appurtenances which will
be braced for seismic effects. The existing structure will
be evaluated for its capacity to resist code prescribed level
seismic events.
• Grit Removal and Fine Screening: The Grit Removal
structure will be a new structure, independent of the
existing primary clarifiers, to be constructed either as a
structural steel or reinforced concrete structure with a
metal deck roof. The seismic resistant system can be a
braced frame or moment frame structure. All equipment
will be supported on independent footings surrounded by a
concrete slab on grade system.
For the secondary treatment facilities:
• New Aeration Basins: These are new rectangular tanks
with a reinforced concrete and mat foundation system.
The tanks will be designed as hydraulic structures per ACI
350 and both hydrostatic and hydrodynamic effects will be
mitigated with freeboard allowed for sloshing effects.
• Blower Building: A new metal building on a reinforced
concrete slab floor with individual equipment support pad.
• New secondary clarifiers: There is a total of six circular
tanks constructed in two phases. The tanks will be
designed as hydraulic structures per ACI 350 and both
hydrostatic and hydrodynamic effects will be mitigated
with freeboard allowed for sloshing effects. The tanks
can either be of regular reinforced concrete tank or AWWA
D-110 prestressed concrete tank. The floor will be a
membrane reinforced concrete floor slab. The perimeter
will be a spread footing type foundation.
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For the tertiary treatment facilities:
• New disk filters: This will be a metal building system with a
slab on grade.
• New UV disinfection: This will be a reinforced concrete
structure with freestanding concrete walls and a slab on
grade. Addition equipment support can be incorporated
into the concrete walls.
• New Sludge Dewatering Building: This will be a new
two story structure housing screw presses, conveyors,
and equipment. The structure can either be a structural
steel structure or a reinforced concrete structure with a
metal roof with potentially a bridge crane. The seismic
resistant system can be a braced frame, a moment frame
structure, or concrete shear wall system. The foundation
will be spread footing with possible individual footings for
equipment.

Building Services

Building services will be provided in support of the new
personnel improvements.

Electrical Design & Power Distribution

Table 2-6 is our approach to the electrical and power
distribution design.

SCADA

The distributed PLC-based Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) system will include a client server
environment, highly integrated Human Interface (HMI), and
process control distributed to the unit process.
The current SCADA system, as well as the SCADA Master
Plan, will be evaluated. The engineer, in collaboration with the
System Integrator, will make recommendations regarding the
control of the existing processes that are to remain after this
upgrade. Workshops will be held with the client to develop
the specific design approach for the new system, including
requirements for redundancy and reliability.
Balance of Plant PLCs will be distributed throughout the site
and connected via a fiber optic communication backbone.
Vendor-provided PLCs will control packaged systems and
connect to the local balance of plant PLCs. The SCADA system
will be flexible and expandable to allow for future process
enhancements and hardware changes.

The system will provide information to the Operators and
other users from any system access point. Operator control
commands generated from an HMI shall be executed in the
respective PLC. Access and information may be expanded and
available based on needs, technology, and cost of ownership.
• Secondary Effluent and Bypass Pump Stations: These
The SCADA infrastructure will be protected using Strong
re-purposed existing stations will require a structural and
seismic assessment of its existing condition and may need Authentication Security. Data will be monitored and analyzed at
to be modified to accommodate the functionality of the new a central location.
service requirements and the foundation capacity for code
prescribed level seismic events.
The commonality of control will extend throughout the facilities
control hierarchy from the discrete devices in the field, to the
• Conversion of existing secondary clarifiers to EQ basins:
PLCs, and the HMI. Specified instruments will monitor plant
A structural and seismic assessment will be performed
process parameters to optimize plant operation. Operator
to assess the structural and foundation capacity for code
and machine safety will be integrated into the monitoring
prescribed level seismic events.
Technical Proposal
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and control of the facilities. The alarm management system
will provide a uniform and easily understood operator alarm
notification presented at the HMI. Software and control system
integration will monitor and control the process and provide
text based reports for operations and regulatory reporting
needs. Communication between the plant and remote sites will
be provided as defined in the SCADA design workshops.

AECOM/WML JV

Personnel Facility Improvements

CMMS

The task is to upgrade these facilities to fit the requirements of
the users and to comply with current building and accessibility
codes. These structures were built in the mid-1970’s. They are
overcrowded and do not meet the current space needs. AECOM
met with the current users to collect the current requirements.
The following is a description of the occupied spaces in the
Water Treatment Facility, a description of the current needs
and solutions to remedy existing conditions.

Security/Surveillance Systems

The RCWF is located on the west side of Stockton on the east
shore of the San Joaquin River. The existing occupied facilities
at the facility include the administration and laboratory
building, the engineering building, the operations building, the
operations support/environmental offices, the safety building,
the maintenance and collection building and the tertiary
support building.

We understand the RWCF is currently transitioning from Avantis
to the GIS based CityWorks to implement a comprehensive
asset management program. We will assist the City in this
endeveour and specifically by organizing the new equipment
data so that it can be seamlessly uploaded into the detailed
work order features of CityWorks.

As the new facilities and modified RWCF come into focus, we
will bring in our security and surveillance specialists and work
with the City to add appropriate provisions to the new facility
design.

Table 2-7 summarizes the current state and our proposed
solution for the various personnel improvements.

Table 2-6
Electrical and Power Distribution Design Approach
Electrical Distribution System:
The new electrical distribution system shall be designed to provide an energy efficient, safe and electrically reliable system to
support plant operation and shall be provided in accordance with applicable codes and standards.
Existing electrical distribution system including plant electrical service shall be examined and field verified to confirm its
condition, capacity, expected life, and availability of parts to determine the possible need for upgrade in order to provide an
overall, integrated, safe and reliable plant electrical system. Possible existing system upgrades will take into account the plant
construction phasing and maintaining plant operation.
The existing service overhead line poles and equipment shall be examined to determine its condition and need for a system
upgrade to improve system reliability.
Medium voltage 12.47 KV shall be obtained from the existing main plant switchgear (MPS) and distributed to step down
transformers throughout the site to feed into a double ended 480 VAC systems feeding the new proposed plant facilities.
The proposed new facilities shall be provided with a double ended, 480 VAC electrical distribution system with electrically
operated main-tie-main breakers. The new electrical system will be housed in air conditioned environmentally controlled
electrical rooms.
Preliminary review of the available plant electrical demand data along with estimation of the plant new added loads less than
the proposed loads that will be taken out of service suggest that the PG&E service 7.5 / 9.375 MVA will be adequate to support
the plant upgrade. Also based on our proposed plant process upgrade, it is estimated that the upgraded plant electrical loads
will be more efficient than the existing system and likely will be less than the current plant electrical demand.
During design phase, a detailed and comprehensive electrical load analysis to evaluate plant service loading at the main
switchgear as well as at each low voltage substations, switchgears, MCCs, distribution and lighting panels. The load study
will be used to support the plant upgrade and to confirm electrical system loading. The load study will also look into the
loads overall and at each of the main plant and the tertiary plant to determine each facility loading taking into consideration
construction phasing of the work at each location.
The facility shall be provided with double ended, 480 VAC motor control centers interconnected with bus tie breaker to provide
power distribution to facility equipment.
The motor control centers, switchgears, switchboards, the distribution panels and the panel boards shall be provided with
surge protection devices (SPD) for increased electrical system reliability and safe of operation.
For increased facility reliability and the extent possible, each plant process train shall be fed from a double ended, separate
split bus.
To optimize plant power operation and to monitor electrical energy and electrical protection functions, the electrical
distribution equipment shall be provided with a plant wide power monitoring system connected in a network to a power
monitoring work station.
City of Stockton RWCF Project
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Detailed electrical short circuit, coordination, arc flash and harmonics analysis shall be conducted to provide a reliable, safe
and energy efficient electrical system.
The electrical system shall be designed to provide safe operation and will be provided with arc flash mitigations measures
including arc flash maintenance switches at main circuit breakers and the overall system shall be provided with Arc flash labels
generated from the arc flash study in accordance with IEEE-1584.
Electrical distribution equipment shall be provided with short circuit rating to meet the requirement of the electrical studies
and shall provide the best coordination selection possible for the installation.
Motors:
Motors shall be premium efficient type and comply with the latest NEMA standards.
Motors driven by variable frequency drives shall be inverter duty rated in accordance with the latest NEMA standards.
Variable Frequency Drives (VFD):
VFD units shall be Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) with Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) technology.
VFD units from 0 up to 50 HP shall be 6 pulse provided with line reactors. 50 HP VFD units and larger shall be 18 pulse type.
VFD units from 0 to 25 HP shall be integral part of the motor control centers. VFD units larger than 25 HP shall be provided in
separate enclosures.
Harmonic analysis shall be performed and submitted with the equipment to confirm compliance with the harmonics limits set
by IEEE-519 with point of common coupling at the 480 VAC buses feeding the VFDs.
Safety Disconnect Switches:
Lockable safety disconnect switches shall be provided local at motors in accordance with applicable codes and standards.
Local Control Stations:
For ease of operation, equipment shall be provided with local control stations.
VFD driven motors shall be provided with local emergency stop control stations.
Motors driven from starters located in the motor control centers shall be provided with local Run / off / Remote control stations.
Red LED lights (for run status) and green LED light (for off status) shall be provided at motor control center starters.
Lighting System:
LED based, energy efficient lighting system shall be provided to meet the limits set by the applicable codes and standards.
Battery backed emergency luminaries shall be provided.
Exit signs shall be provided at building exit doors and at main exit corridors in the building.
Wall pack lighting luminaries shall be provided on the outside walls of the building.
Outdoor site lighting shall be provided with lighting poles and LED luminaries. Outdoor lighting shall be controlled through a
lighting control system with photocell and timer functions.
The indoor lighting system shall be provided with occupancy sensors to control switching the lights on or off based on the
occupancy of each space.
Fire Alarm System:
The facility shall be provided with an addressable fire alarm system in accordance with the applicable local codes and in
accordance with the requirement of the local fire department.
The system shall be connected in a fiber optic network to connect plant buildings in a fire alarm system wide network

Technical Proposal
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Table 2-7
Personnel Improvements Approach
Building

Staff
Requirements

Existing Problems

Recommendations

Administration, Laboratory and Engineering Building Complex
• Primary occupied facility
• Located adjacent to the
visitor’s vehicle entry and
parking at the Navy Drive
site entry
• Includes an entry lobby
with visitor’s reception,
administrative offices,
conference rooms, the
laboratory complex,
restrooms and a break
room.
• Public entry offers
pedestrian access to
the secure side of the
perimeter fence line
• Does not have enough
space for the engineering
staff, so a temporary
plywood structure was
constructed 30 years
ago directly behind the
administration building

• 13 total
employees
in the
Administration
Area
• 7 employees in
the Laboratory
• 15 employees
and two
interns for the
Engineering
Group

• Engineering staff structure
was meant to be temporary
• too small for their needs,
lacks environmental
comfort and does not
comply with accessibility
requirements.
• File storage takes up half of
the current building
• There is a need for a
separate file storage facility
• Laboratory is too small and
the exhaust fumes are too
close the Administration
Building air-handling inlets
• Requires material samples
to be dropped off on a
continuing basis. Currently,
they are carried through the
administration lobby
• Needs access for truck
delivery
• Requires space for sample
and equipment storage
• Requires a 24 hours HVAC
system
• Facility does not comply with
accessibility requirements

• Administrative spaces will be remodeled
and made accessible
• Restrooms and break room will be
enlarged and made accessible
• Environmental Group will be relocated to
an Environmental wing that will be added
to the existing Administration Building
• Current laboratory space will be
occupied by the Engineering Group.
Space will double in size by expanding
the Administration Building to the east
• Laboratory area will be relocated to
a separate free-standing structure,
directly south of the Administration
public parking area, with double the
current area of the lab. It will include
restrooms, a break room and a
conference room
• New laboratory will have two key site
elements:
• Direct access to the public parking
area for items being dropping off for
testing at the lab
• Access at the south elevation for
a team boat to drop off specimens
collected in the field for testing. This
location provides maneuverability to
allow no back-up requirements for the
vehicle towing the boat

Safety Building
• Safety Building is
scheduled for demolition.

• 6 total
employees

• Relocate current Safety Building staff to
the new Laboratory Building.

Environmental/Operations Support Building
• Space includes both the
Environmental staff and
the Operations Support
staff
• Space is an
administrative function,
yet the Operations
Support function needs
to remain close to the
Operations area

• 7 employees
in the
Environmental
Group
• 7 employees in
the Operations
Support Staff

• Crowded with no conference
room, break room or
restrooms
• Odor problem since the
building is located directly
over the main process inlet for
untreated sewerage for the
site

• Environmental Group will be relocated to
the expanded Administration Building
• Additional space allows space for a
new break room and restrooms for the
Operations Support Group
• Office spaces will be remodeled with
new furniture

• 24 hour
operation, 2
shifts
• 20 employees
full time (13
day shift, 8 +
support staff)

• Restrooms and lockers rooms
are in poor condition and are
not accessible
• Operations Room, Break Room
and offices are poorly laid out
and in poor condition
• Elevator that accesses the
second level is not operable

• Modify the lighting, furniture in the
Operations Room to make it a show place
for visitors and a comfortable workplace
for employees
• Office spaces will be remodeled with
new furniture
• Break room will be remodeled
• Upgrade the restroom/shower/locker
rooms and make them accessible

Operations Building
• Located within a major
process facility building
• Occupied spaces include
a Control Room, office,
break room and rest
room/locker rooms
• Control Room and Break
Room are located on the
second level
• Restrooms and lockers
are on the first level
• In addition to the stair,
there is elevator access
to the second level
City of Stockton RWCF Project
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Staff
Requirements

Existing Problems

Recommendations

• 15 employees,
Collections
• 8 employees,
Maintenance

• Inadequate office space
for the Maintenance and
Collection functions

• Expand the current building to the north
to provide addition office space
• Remodel the current building spaces

• 5 employees

• Additional space is required
• Current engine generator space will be
for the Senior Plant Supervisor
used for a new office for the Senior Plant
Supervisor. Move the lockers to this
• Existing engine generator
area.
room is no longer used
• Provide new restrooms that are
accessible. The additional space needs
is made available by relocating the
locker function.

Maintenance And Collection Building
• Work stations for
maintenance and
collection employees,
restrooms, a conference
room and a maintenance
shop
Tertiary Support Building
• Located at a remote site,
west of the main Waste
Water Treatment Facility
• Work stations for
maintenance and
collection employees,
restrooms, a conference
room and a maintenance
shop

Technical Proposal
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Benefits of our JV
• Single Point of Responsibility.
Our JV is directly accountable for
all aspects of design, construction
and operations and will provide timely
response and resolution to any City
concern.

Management Approach
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• Early Cost and Schedule Certainty. Our JV team
has decades of experience bringing innovative
engineering solutions forward; evaluating and pricing
them correctly.
• We Are Hard Bid Contractors. Both AECOM and Lyles have the experience to price risk correctly, while at the
same time providing the City with the lowest capital and operational cost.

3. Management Approach

AECOM/WML JV
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3. Management Approach
A proven approach to maximize collaboration and achieve project goals
Through our 60+ years of working together in California, AECOM
and WML have refined our partnership to foster collaboration
and harness the strengths that each of our respective
organizations brings to wastewater design and construction.
Our management philosophy for this project is straightforward:
allow maximum collaboration with the client while providing
a proven structure and ample resources to ensure schedule,
budget and other project goals are achieved.

AECOM + WML: A Winning Combination
In additon to the the current progressive designbuild project for the Davis WWTP, other projects we
collaborated on include:
40 mgd Pacific Ethanol, Plant,
Madera, CA. AECOM provided
civil design and WML served as
the EPC contractor and
achieved accelerated project
delivery working 24 hours per day delivering the
project while far exceeding required nameplate design
criteria. AGC DB Project of the Year, 2007.

To capitalize on the synergies and success that
AECOM / WML JV are delivering at the Davis, CA WWTP, we have
brought the core staff from this project to Stockton. These
professionals are seasoned in the design-build of wastewater
treatment facilities and know the California construction
market. Our designs are implemented with minimal disruptions
to ongoing operations and result in processes that support the
longterm ability to meet permit requirements.

Diablo Grande WTP, Patterson,
CA. AECOM was the designer
and WML was the general
contractor. The project
expanded plant capability, and
improved water quality beating budget limits through
total open book delivery project approach with client.

Management Team Update
Except as noted in this section, our team remains unchanged
from the SOQ. The AECOM / WML JV has presented the City
of Stockton with an updated organization chart (Appendix B).
Our team brings extensive experience working with owners,
operators and engineering staff, while designing with the life
cycle costs in mind and a keen eye on the construction cost
limit.

FillmoreWater Recycling Plant,
Filmore, CA. AECOM and WML
led the implementation of the
APWA 2010 award winning
wastewater project. This plant
is a 1.8 MGD Title 22 water recycling plant. The project
was delivered on schedule and 10% under the GMP
specified during the proposal stage.

AECOM

AECOM

HydroScience

W.M. Lyles
PROJECT OFFICE

50

Tesco

Sacramento

M

ile

Ra

us

5

HydroScience

Integrated JV Design Builder Design + start-up support
#1 Design Firm + #7
WW design and ops
Contractor (accourding
expertise; working with
to ENR)
AECOM / WML on Davis
project

W.M. Lyles

di

99

Collins Electrical
Kleinfelder

Stockton
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Scott Thibault, the overall Design Build Manager, brings 25
years of knowledge and experience gained from leading major
design build projects, including direct experience on the
Davis WWTP design build project. Scott and his team embody
our philosophy of an integrated design build team through
his proven ability to lead multi-contractor teams working
together from planning and design through construction and
commissioning.

Kleinfelder

Geotech + design support
Local geotech expertise
with many years
working at RWCF

Tesco

Integrated JV Design Builder SCADA Integration
350+ W/WW construction
40 years + 40,000+ I+C
projects in CA
projects
Working with AECOM /
Collins Electrical
WML on Davis project
Electrical
Stockton-based, highly
regarded electrical
contractor
City of Stockton RWCF Project
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As noted in a letter to Stockton dated June 24, 2015, AECOM /
WML has made the following two changes to our project team:
• Brian Adams, PE (CA) as our Client Liaison. Brian is a Senior
Vice President within AECOM’s North American Water
Design-Build Group, responsible for the Group’s West Coast
operations. Mr. Adams has been a contractor for more
than 30 years in the heavy civil, mechanical, and water/
wastewater construction contracting areas. He returned to
school in the mid-1990s and completed a Civil Engineering
degree. He began his consulting engineer career in
Northern California and returned to California with his role
on the City of Davis Wastewater Treatment Plant Project.
He is currently Project Director for the Davis project and
the City of Rialto Wastewater Treatment Plant Project.
His extensive experience as a contractor and consulting
engineer is a rare combination of skill sets making him
extremely valuable in the water/wastewater design-build
space.
• Brian Harrington, PE as our Design Manager. Brian
Harrington is the Chief Engineer for AECOM’s North
American design-build operation, and has performed
design engineering for more than 100 water and
wastewater facilities similar in size and scope to the
Stockton project, including the recent Davis WWTP designbuild project. This includes performing as the Design
Manager for the final design of more than 40 facilities. With
nearly 40 years of experience and leadership in innovative
treatment technologies, he will be able to guide the team
and provide the City of Stockton with a design that provides
reliable performance while saving capital and operational
expenses.

AECOM/WML JV

2011 CIEMP				$213 M
Three options for the headworks improvements,
secondary treatment/nitrate removal, and sludge
dewatering were analyzed plus 7 different disinfection
alternatives before finally recommending a general
rehabilitation and renovation approach for existing
unit processes based on capital and operating cost
assessments.

2014 Headworks PDR		

$19.4 M

The CIEMP renovate and repair approach was
short-lived as this preliminary design included a new
influent pumping station, new fine screens, and new
vortex grit removal for normal wastewater flows with the
existing headworks facilities retained for handling peak
flows during in wet weather.

2014 Nitrate Removal Study

$155 M

In this study, three secondary treatment/nitrate
removal options that are fundamentally similar to
those in previously studied in the CIEMP were evaluated
with the new conclusion that a version of activated
sludge with nutrient removal offered the lowest lifecycle
costs. Again the CIEMP strategy to repair and renovate
existing processes was found lacking.

2015 Tertiary Treatment PDR

$40 M

Here some evaluation was done with chlorine v.
UV disinfection options and a return was made to
the CEIMP strategy of renovating existing facilities in
the tertiary treatment area. No consideration was given
to re-working the hydraulic profile and considering
alternative/lower lifecycle cost pretreatment to the UV.

Management Philosophy
The project team will use AECOM/WML’s management
procedures that have been developed and improved upon from
our success on other design-build projects. As detailed below,
these procedures will help drive the project to a successful
conclusion.

Moving ahead, the AECOM/WML team will bring a new
perspective, strong leadership and an innovative approach
that will take this project quickly to fruition.

Overcoming Hurdles in Phase 1

Over the years, the City has done significant due diligence in
evaluating current and future options for the RWCF. However, a
consistent approach has not emerged as different consultants
have reached different conclusions about the best approach
while opinions of capital and operating costs have varied
widely. Examples of these conflicting views are shown on the
figure to the right. As this figure illustrates, much study has
been done yet no clear path forward has emerged and the City
continues to look for satisfactory technical solutions that can
be implemented within its established budget.

One of the advantages of an integrated design-build team, such
as the AECOM / WML JV, is the accuracy of its cost estimates.
We do not provide merely “Engineer’s estimates” or “Engineer’s
Opinion of Probable Cost”. Instead we have the experience
and team expertise to provide a detailed estimate even at the
conceptual level. This experience can eliminate much of the
uncertainty in estimate accuracy so that decisions can be made
with the certainty that later estimates will not reverse the
conclusion about which process or alternative offers the best
value approach for Stockton.
We have developed solutions during this proposal process
that offer a comprehensive program of capital improvements
that meet all expansion and regulatory constraints. To help
Stockton move the project forward as quickly as possible, we
view this program as a starting point, as our main goal is to
stimulate collaboration, refinement and improvement during
the alternative analysis phase of the project. Thus, the ideas

City of Stockton RWCF Project
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and draft scope of work as outlined in our Technical Approach
will be used to kick off the alternative evaluation phase and to
provide a head start to accelerate progress in finally defining
the best approach for meeting the needs of RWCF for the next
50 years.
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The first will be held at the onset of design and will focus on
design and procurement risks, especially those areas indicated
in the proposal analysis. Another risk workshop will be held
during the development of the GMP.

Our JV Team will proactively identify, quantify and manage
risk. We use a systematic approach to minimize both the
design-builder’s and owner’s exposure to cost and schedule
growth resulting from unforeseeable events. Our approach
involves three processes: identification, quantification and
management. All three begin early in the project and are
continually applied and updated. The key communications tool
integrating these processes is the risk log, which is developed
during Phase 1, and is reviewed and updated following formal
risk workshops, technical review meetings and monthly project
meetings.

Risk Log
The risk log is the key document used in our risk management
process. The log records risks identified during proposal and
work plan development; workshops, technical reviews, and
monthly project meetings; and through other events that occur
during the project. Initially the log is populated with generic
risks and those captured through past experience on similar
projects. Each identified event is assigned a score based on
one of three probability ratings and one of five impact (cost
or schedule) severity ratings. This allows a semi-quantitative
approach for prioritizing the various risks and to calculate and
assign an allowance for the important risks. The Table below
shows an example of a typical risk log.

Risk Workshops
The JV Team uses risk workshops to build consensus among
stakeholders and as a means to bring together project team
members, including the owner’s team, responsible for design,
procurement, construction, and startup as well as senior
management to identify and evaluate potential risks. In addition
to the internal risk workshop held during the proposal phase,
the JV Team will hold additional risk workshops with the City.

Continuous Monitoring
We will monitor risk in accordance with our Quality Management
Plan. The various potential risk events are constantly monitored
and reviewed by the project management staff. Risk issues
are a dedicated agenda item for each monthly progress
meeting with the City; after which, the risk log is modified as
appropriate. New risks are added, some are closed out and the
various action items are reviewed and updated.

Risk Identification, Appreciation, and Management

CONSTRUCTION

PERMITTING

DESIGN

Preliminary Risk Log Example
Risk

Occurrence
Probability

Impact
Severity

Mitigation Plan

Design
Deficiencies

Medium

Can be
significant
in terms of
both cost and
schedule

• Use of an experienced team, including personnel experienced with the
DAF and MIEX processes
• Provision for qualified resources
• Design QA/QC program
• Subcontractor review of the plans & specifications

Timely Owner
Approvals

Low

Low. Could
cause
schedule
delays

• Appropriate approval times are built into the schedule
• Communicate critical approval requirements with City and its Advisor
• Follow-up and facilitate critical approvals

Delay or Denial
of Approvals

Medium

High. Can be
significant

• Preparation of detailed roadmap and schedule for approvals
• Initial meetings with the agencies to outline the project, submittals
and expectations
• QA/QC on all submittals
• Use known & experienced local firm (Kleinfelder) familiar with local
and state requirements

Uncontrollable
Circumstances
(Force Majeure)

Medium

Low.
• Preparation of various contingency plans in case of a Force Majeure
Responsible
event
for up to 30
• Timely implementation to mitigate delays, impacts and costs
aggregate days
of delay costs.

Worker and Site
Safety

Medium

Medium to
Very High

Technical Proposal
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•
•
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Development and implementation of a project Health & Safety Plan
Health and Safety (H&S) training
Prequalification of subcontractors with regard to H&S
Subcontractor training and monitoring
Daily/Weekly/Monthly safety meetings

City of Stockton RWCF Project
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SRF Experience and Approach

The AECOM / WML JV Team recognizes that the City may
pursue outside grant and/or loan funding from the California
Clean Water State Revolving Fund (SRF). This team is
experienced with the SRF funding process including application
requirements, coordination, and compliance during design and
construction, through our recent work on the Davis.
During the design and construction phases, the project must
comply with many requirements including:
• California Senate Bill 785
• Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) Requirements
• Davis/Bacon Act
• American Iron and Steel (AIS) Requirement
• CEQA and CEQA-Plus Compliance
• SRF Plans and Specifications Approval
• SRF Compliance Tracking and Reporting
The Team is well prepared to fully comply with SRF
requirements pertaining to our work, and to provide to the
City the project data needed to address SRF requirements on
tasks outside of our scope. Particular steps that the Team will
take to comply with the requirements and avoid administrative
headaches and delays include:
• Clearly document and communicate all SRF requirements
to team members, subconsultants, subcontractors and
suppliers.
• Verify compliance with SRF requirements on a routine basis
in order to avoid any non-compliance issues that could
create delays.
• Recognize the differences in complying with SRF
requirements on a design/build type project as opposed to
traditional design/bid/build. Confer with the City and State
as needed to stay on the same page with respect to timing
of DBE outreach efforts and other requirements.
• Work out a pay request schedule that coordinates with City
and State reviews and funding disbursements.

Cash Flow Management

We recognize that one of the most important monthly
deliverables is an accurate cash flow forecast for the Clients
use in their allocation of funds for the duration of Phase 1 and
Phase 2. To accomplish this we will use cost loaded schedules
which will be updated monthly based on actual progress of the
work.
For Phase 1 we do not anticipate any major fluctuations from
the original cash flow curve generated, however we will still
provide an updated cash flow curve with our monthly pay
application. Change during Phase 2 (Construction) is inevitable
with the most likely causes; changes to anticipated major
deliveries or changes to construction progress.
As changes are noted that will impact the Phase 2 schedule
they will be incorporated into said schedule and the resulting
cash flow curve will be generated and distributed to all relevant
parties. Our goal is to monitor the progress of the work daily
City of Stockton RWCF Project
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so we can properly anticipate and mitigate major changes to
the schedule to minimize any impact to the Client’s cash flow
needs.

Detailed Scope of Work
AECOM / WML will provide all services for Phase 1 as identified
in Section 3 of the RFP. Some highlights of our proposed scope
include:

Project Management

Our management approach is structured on proven
methodologies applied to WWTP design-build projects
throughout the United States. Based on our understanding of
the site, the City’s goals and the technical complexities of the
project, we have tailored our management approach to your
project to meet your needs.
This approach can be summarized in five basic steps that focus
on collaboration, communication and consistency:
• Establish an organizational structure that promotes
collaboration and communication
• Assign experienced, technical staff with clear
responsibilities and who work well in a collaborative
environment
• Implement proven procedures and systems to monitor and
track progress with a focus on making key decisions early
on in the process
• Focus on effective communication to promote feedback on
deliverables
• Manage the two different project milestones: the WWTP
and UV treatment area

Meetings

Regular Progress Meetings during Phase 1 will be held weekly
at the City’s offices and all stakeholders will be invited.
Minutes will be prepared and issued for the team to review
within 5 days. While we have budgeted for weekly meetings,
depending on project timing, meetings at such a frequency
may not be appropriate or may be superceded by workshops
or other conflicts. To facilitate frequent communications
by the combined City / AECOM / WML Leadership Team, we
propose to install video receiving and transmission equipment
in the City conference room. This will allow direct face-toface communication between our design office at our Design
Build Center of Excellence (Chelmsford, MA) and the City. We
regularly used this means of communication for the Davis
project — using video facilities at the WML Sacramento office.

Design Management

We will manage design review meetings to focus on
disseminating information, promoting discussion and obtaining
feedback so that City staff understands the design and has
enough information to approve the design. More resembling
a workshop than a meeting, this approach to review meetings
has been developed and honed on similar large and complex
projects. We will manage design review meetings using the
following best practices:

Technical Proposal
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• Dedicated leader to facilitate
• Up-front workshop deliverables
• Clear agendas that specify: (1) purpose and decisions
expected, (2) overview topics and issues, (3) discussion and
review, (4) summary decisions made, and (5) approvals
• Clear, action-oriented minutes
• Follow-up action items and distribution of issue resolution
to all designers and City staff
Managing Deliverables
A critical review of design deliverables in a timely manner
can be a particular challenge considering the day-to-day
responsibilities of City staff. For this project, we will explore
one or more combinations of the following tools to further
enhance feedback and review:
• Deliverable-specific workshops that cover an entire
deliverable in detail - these workshops may run from a
few hours to over a period of days depending upon the
deliverable
• Virtual walk-through of facilities using 3D CAD, and
visualization software
• Discipline-specific workshops (e.g. structural, large
mechanical equipment, chemical feed) to review drawings
and specifications
Managing Costs
We will track costs over time so the cost changes can be
seen and reported on. It is common for costs to change over
time and the reasons for the changes will be recorded so
everyone understands the cost changes. Joe Lawrence will
be responsible for the cost estimates on this project. Cost
management includes:
• Accuracy of estimates in building the GMP
• Tracking – monthly and at milestones
• One person responsible from start to finish
Project Management Plan
AECOM / WML’s detailed PMP will incorporate all the
requirements identified in RFP Section 2.2 to 2.7. Highlights of
our PMP include:
• Development of the startup, commissioning, and facility
testing plans
• List of deliverables and key milestones
• Project budget and cost schedule
• Document management procedures
• Project QA/QC
• Permitting
• Project Health + Safety
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QA/QC program
Strict internal controls are implemented to provide that the
specified quality of work is achieved, and the City of Stockton
gets a updated RWCF that exceeds your quality expectations.
AECOM/WML believes quality is everyone’s job. It is part
of everything we do every day. We are ISO 9000 certified, a
renowned standard that requires a firm develop, implement,
maintain, and continually improve its own custom-designed
quality assurance/quality management system. Throughout this
project, our team will perform work that meets or exceeds these
standards.
Pre-construction and Design Phase QA/QC Immediately
following contract award, our team will provide a detailed plan
for working collaboratively with the City to conduct design,
constructability, and other pre-construction reviews at each
major stage of design completion. Drawing on our collective
experience, our plan will detail proposed procedures, roles, and
responsibilities, and will identify responsible individuals for:
• Design completeness, coordination, and contract interface
• Advisability and adequacy of material, equipment, and
system specifications
• Identification and resolution of conflicts, ambiguities, or
apparent omissions in the design documents
• Implications for site logistics and construction phase
operations
• Finalization of equipment specifications and purchase
orders for process equipment
We will use 3D CAD to help identify and resolve issues during
the design phase using the conflict management software
platform before they become a potential issue in the
construction and operation phases.
Construction Phase QA/QC Our QA/QC plan will also detail
procedures, roles, and responsibilities to reinforce strong
construction phase quality, including:
• Submittal review, scheduling, and tracking procedures
• Integrated work plans
• Three-phase inspection program: pre-installation, initial
inspections, and follow-up inspections
• On-site QC inspection procedures, including reports, field
inspection checklists, deficiency logs, and corrective
procedures
• Testing plans and logs, tested materials certification, and
systems installation verifications
• Commissioning and training procedures
• Punch list procedures
• Project closeout procedures, including O&M manuals and
as-built documentation

• Risks and mitigation
Our experience and ability to draw upon a deep database of
relevant wastewater treatment facility best practices and
lessons learned will contribute to an effective QA/QC process

Technical Proposal
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for this project. These processes will facilitate the timely and
successful start-up of a facility that is user friendly for longterm O&M – leading to meaningful savings throughout the
facility’s life cycle.
Document management system (DMS)
We will launch and maintain an internet-based electronic DMS
to provide efficient loading and retrieval of project-related
documents, provide links and search functions indicating where
the documents are located within the DMS, and provide training
for key City personnel that will have access to the DMS.

Phase 1 Services
Field Investigations

We will perform topographical surveys, collect subsurface
geotechnical data in the vicinity of proposed new structures.
Further description of this program is provided in Section 2.

Plant Data and Performance Review

We will perform comprehensive review of existing plant
performance data, and modify or confirm our initial analysis
of design influent flows and loadings. We will closely assess
the potential for implementing the project in more than one
construction phase, and quantify the benefits to the City of
deferring capital investment until its needed. We will also
evaluate existing performance and operating issues at the
RWCF. From our review of current operating data, we noticed
apparent performance issues with high recycle loadings as
monthly average TSS concentrations in the primary clarification
influent are often in the thousands of mg/L, implied less
than ideal solids capture in the thickening and dewatering
operations. Additionally, for a plant that practices chemically
assisted primary clarification (e.g addition of ferric chloride
before the primaries), TSS is in the typical range at 70% solids
removal across the primaries, BOD removal, which should
typically be around 50%, is averaging less than 30%. This
implies fermentation may be occurring in gravity thickeners
resulting in return of increased levels of soluble BOD. These
potential operating issues need to be explored, understood, and
resolved as part of the planned project improvements.
Key deliverables from the task include design flows and
loadings, a phased implementation plan, and outline of
additional sampling needs to best characterize the RWCF
wastewater so that Biowin modeling can be performed during
design development. A desktop analysis of the treatment
process will be modelled by EnviroSims’ BioWin model, or other
process simulator. These simulators, once calibrated, predict
future levels of treatment that may be achieved with process
modifications, loading increases, and recycle flows. Based
on our experience with biological phosphorus and nitrogen
removals at other treatment plants, AECOM is confident in the
viability of using process models to predict biological treatment
efficiency.

Alternative Analysis and 10% project Estimate

AECOM/WML JV

We envision five key steps in completing the Alternative
Analysis/10 percent design phase:

1. City Review: 10% Design Package.
Shortly after receiving a notification to
proceed we will issue a 10% design package
for the City’s review and comments. We
next envision open discussion to select up to
three options for study and discussion during
workshops that are targeted around each major process
area. Pre-workshop discussion will also include setting
evaluation criteria, both technical and non-technical. We
will use a brainstorming process to develop the list of noncost factors considered important drivers in the selection
of the most appropriate alternatives. Non-cost items could
include environmental benefits, process reliability and
operability, H&S, etc. These non-cost factors can then be
given a relative weight to indicate their importance. This
will be used by the workshop preparation team to assemble
all the relevant information needed for decision-making.
Workshops and workshop segments will be focused on
relatively narrow subject areas so the right staff from the
City and AECOM / WML can attend as needed.

2. Workshops: Major Process Selection.
Prior to the workshops we will evaluate
relative capital and operating cost
differences and present this for team
discussion during the workshop together
with technical and non-technical evaluation
criteria. Major unit process decisions that need to be
resolved early include headworks, secondary treatment/
nitrate removal, and tertiary treatment.

3. Workshops: Other Process Selection.
Once the big picture processes decisions are
made, we plan to employ a similar workshop
approach to make decisions on dependent
processes such as interprocess pumping,
wet weather management strategies, and
solids handling.

4. Workshops: Personnel and
Facility Support.
The final round of workshops for this project
phase will build upon the results of previous
efforts to assemble the last elements of
an overall plan. Targeted workshops will
be held to analyze: site planning including traffic and
security; electrical and instrumentation; and personnel
improvements.

5. Update: 10% design package
and cost estimate.
We will assemble documentation from
all workshops, touch up workshop cost
estimates, and issue a 10% cost estimate
with backup for City review and comment.

The goal of this phase is the development of treatment
alternatives that will meet the jointly developed project
performance goals and the selection of preferred options that
will be verified by subsequent design development.
City of Stockton RWCF Project
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25% Design Package
The objective of this phase is to further develop design
concepts while formally documenting project scope and
rationale. This will be accomplished in three parts: draft basis
of design report, process control / SCADA and 25% estimate.
Basis of Design Report (BDR) Development. Results of the
workshops and City comments on the 10% design package and
estimate will migrate into the initial draft of the basis of design
report. The BDR will document all the workshop results, data
review and additional data collection, and the proposed scope
of work for new and modified facilities. The BDR will document
the rationale for all decisions, including capital and lifecycle
costs for alternatives, and will present the initial scope of work
for GMP development.
Process Control/SCADA Development. We will prepare process
control descriptions and draft PIDs for City Operation staff
review. An important aspect of the SCADA system design is
the level of automation in comparison to the Facilities staffing
requirements. AECOM/WML will evaluate the incremental cost
of control versus monitoring and advise the City as regards to
staffing needs, including licensed operators, technicians and
supervisors, and associated support equipment
25% Estimate. The draft BDR along with an updated cost
estimate will be issued for City review and comment. City
comments and the results of the first VE workshop will be
incorporated into the continually evolving BDR report.

50% Design Package
As the overall project plan continues to be developed in the
final draft of the BDR, significant numbers of drawings will be
developed to flesh out the details of the design for Stockton
and our estimating team’s review. Anticipated drawings under
development at this time include:

Final BDR Development
• Drawing index(ices)
• Design Criteria
• Mass Balances
• Standard details for each discipline
• Civil site layouts and grading, paving, and outside piping
plans and sections
• Architectural plans, sections and elevations
• Structural plans and sections
• Process schematics and general arrangement plans and
sections
• Single-line diagrams
• Electrical site plans and power plans
• SCADA system architecture, P&IDs and block diagrams
• Security/surveillance system architecture

50% Estimate

The last estimate update before final GMP development will be
produced based on the 50% design package.
Technical Proposal
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Value Engineering and Constructability Reviews

AECOM’s staff contains discipline leaders who have extensive
experience in construction and constructability. Our internal
QA/QC policy includes interdisciplinary coordination during the
constructability analyses of the proposed design elements.
Additionally, we will engage our talented field staff to be part
of the design review team with the sole focus of identifying
elements which may affect the means and methods of
construction. Upon approval of the GMP, we will engage our
selected subcontractors to provide final input into the design to
further refine and avoid any constructability issues that could
occur during the construction phase of the project.
During VE sessions, our technical, construction, and operations
specialists will evaluate alternative, less-costly means of
achieving the City’s performance objectives, and search for
ways to enhance plant functionality. These alternatives range
from materials and methods of construction to unit process
configuration. In preparing this proposal, AECOM / WML has
already performed extensive value engineering on this project
and we have included cost-saving ideas in our alternative
design.
Based on the success of this approach in the past,
AECOM / WML plans to schedule formal VE workshops, one at
approximately 30% design (just after completion of the 25%
design package) focusing on larger, more substantive items,
and one prior to the GMP submission as part of the final BDR
development, focusing on less substantive but still important
items. Formal constructability reviews will take place at 30%
and 50% completion.

Permitting and Related Services

Permitting within the design-build process requires a different
set of strategies than traditionally used in design-bid-build
projects. In traditional design-bid-build, the final design
is completed before the construction contractor becomes
meaningfully involved. Permit conditions are established and
issued to contractors in the contract documents.
In the accelerated design-build process, numerous activities
are occurring simultaneously – specifically, the contractor
typically begins construction before the design is final. The
consequential need for initial conditional permits is critical.
Active coordination and frequent dialogue with the regulators
by the JV Team must occur at the onset of the project.
AECOM has extensive experience with regulatory compliance
throughout California and the United States. We have obtained
permits and achieved regulatory compliance on public water
and wastewater projects and know how to navigate the
regulatory approval process to keep the project on schedule.
In addition, WML has extensive experience in obtaining CAL
OSHA Safety permitting and local and county building permits.
We recognize the importance of working with the City to obtain
all required governmental approvals and have developed the
following approach to facilitate the process:
• Implement up-front, early communication and coordination
with appropriate agencies to identify their submittal
requirements, processing times, and any areas of concern
to facilitate the approval process
City of Stockton RWCF Project
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• Include all permits and associated timelines rolled up into
the master schedule and continually monitor
• Minimize permit requirements and obtain compliance
through thoughtful design
Our experiences and approach to this project will facilitate
project approvals and keep permitting off of the project’s
critical path.

Startup, Commissioning and Testing Plan

The AECOM / WML JV, in conjunction with the City, will
develop a startup, commissioning and testing plan that will
demonstrate facility compliance with project requirements.
Our overall approach is to build the new plant in its entirety
while keeping the existing treatment plant operations both
unencumbered and fully in service.
The plan will contain all the elements identified in the RFP.
The AECOM / WML JV have a proven process that is based
on our experience of designing and constructing upgrades to
infrastructure while maintaining existing operations.

Training

In addition to training provided by our WWTP Operations Trainer,
we will coordinate with major equipment suppliers to provide
training for City staff. City staff will also be trained on the DMS.

Start-Up

All start-up activities will be coordinated with the City’s Plant
Manager, who will schedule O&M personnel to observe the
start-up and testing of equipment. This observation by plant
personnel, while not required, is important to allow the plant
staff to become familiar with the operational features of the
new equipment installed for this project.

Pre-Operational Testing

Prior to start-up, all equipment and systems will undergo
a pre-operational (pre-op) test to determine the systems
readiness to be placed into operation. The pre-op testing
provides a record that the equipment or system is properly
installed and anchored; equipment is lubricated, flushed, and
cleaned; electrical power is connected and locked out; controls
are tested, valves are functional; piping has been pressure
tested; and equipment and all auxiliary systems are ready for
operation. Systematic execution and documentation of this
phase will reduce the need for time-consuming troubleshooting
during later phases.

Safety
Consistent with both JV partners corporate values and the
belief that the company’s strength lies in its employees, the
continued health and safety of our employees is paramount
to the continued success of our companies. We maintain an
unwavering commitment to health and safety for the protection
of our employees, the environment, and our clients.

City of Stockton RWCF Project
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This commitment to safety is performed is demonstrated by:
• WML’s award winning safety program in California in the
recent past is testament to its corporate commitment to
safety for all its employees— As the Recipient of the Cal/
OSHA Golden Gate Award, WML logged 150,000 man hours
with no lost-time accidents during construction of the
Fillmore Water Recycling Facility
• At AECOM, safety is one of our Core Values underpinned by
the philosophy that every accident or injury is avoidable.
Our 2012 Worker’s Compensation Insurance Experience
Modification Rate (EMR) of 0.66, which is 34% better than
the industry average of 1.0.

Phase 2 Proposal (GMP)
As the completion of Phase 1 approaches, we will have already
solicited pricing for equipment and materials, and will solicit
bids for the trade packages of the Facilities. The City will be
invited to participate in the pricing exercises required for the
preparation of the GMP.
The JV team will then prepare the Phase 2 Proposal for City
review. The Phase 2 Proposal will encompass final design,
permitting, equipment and materials procurement, physical
construction of the Facilities, engineering design support
during construction, construction management, start-up,
commissioning and acceptance testing and any additional
contracted services for the duration of the project. It will
contain a resource-loaded construction schedule, Substantial
and Final Completion dates, and a preliminary Startup,
Commissioning and Acceptance Testing Plan. The final Phase 2
Proposal will also include the GMP.

GMP Development

A key benefit of the City’s selection of progressive designbuild approach is the ability to move from concept through
detailed design while working with the AECOM / WML team of
estimators, construction and project controls staff throughout
the development of the project GMP. Our approach to
developing a GMP cost model is based on full transparency and
collaboration with Stockton. Throughout the development of
the cost model, design and construction personnel will work
together using our proven open book GMP methodology. All
aspects of our cost model development will be available to
the City for continued review, which encourages collaboration
and a shared sense of responsibility in defining project scope
and costs. At the foundation of this collaboration are the tools
and processes AECOM / WML brings to ensure that design
decisions are clearly defined, quickly evaluated, and accurately
addressed within the project cost model. We recognize that
subcontractor and vendor management is key to project
success and actively manage, document and coordinate
work schedules and constructibility work plans with all team
members.
Based on our experience in delivering many comparable water
and wastewater facilities, AECOM / WML JV construction
management and field engineering staff will address
construction, equipment and materials issues and provide
flexibility to maintain quality and timely competition among
specialty subcontractors and equipment vendors.
Technical Proposal
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Phase 2 Services
The AECOM / WML JV commits the team from Phase 1 of this
assignment to Phase 2. Augmenting our Phase 1 team, we
have strong Construction, Commissioning, and Start-up team
members.

Figure 2-1
Design to Budget: Since our team can self-perform nearly all
work, our quick turnaround in estimating allows frequent course
corrections as needed to meet a fixed budget
Most important will be the City WWTP operations staff’s role
in design and construction with respect to interfaces and final
location of day-to-day elements and safety considerations.
AECOM’s experience operating other wastewater plants,
both as a prime contractor and as a partner with major utility
companies, provides our team insight into where the true
operating costs lie. In close consultation with the City of
Stockton, we will pay careful attention during design and
procurement to make sure the most cost-effective design
decisions are made with the main goal of minimizing operator
attention, power consumption, chemical costs, and residuals
production.

Our approach begins with bringing in the right level of
leadership. Startup and commissioning is a period of transition
as the operators get accustomed to operating the new facilities.
As there are always many nuances in learning a new process
or system, its very important to have strong leadership by
somebody who has done it all before and can guide the team
through this acclimation period.
AECOM / WML is proud to have such a leader on our staff.
WWTP Operations Manager, Gerry Stevens brings insight
from starting-up and training staff on over 100 BNR WWTP
projects, including Design-Build projects. These design-build
and design-build-operate projects include WWTP DBO for the
Town of Banff, Alberta, Summerland British Columbia, BMA 4
Bangkok Thailand.
Mr. Stevens will facilitate a comprehensive program with
the ultimate aim of a successful startup and turnover of the
upgraded facilities. Mr. Stevens will also work with the team, to
develop key procedures for tie-ins and shutdowns to ensure the
plant maintains NPDES compliance throughout the project’s
duration.

The GMP will include a contingency fund. In general, the
contingency fund will be used for costs that are incurred
in performing items of work that are not included in a
specific line item of the project scope at the time the GMP is
established. For example, such costs could include trade buyout differentials, overtime, acceleration, costs in correcting
damaged work, unforeseen site conditions, and refinement
of design details within the scope of work upon which the
GMP is based. AECOM will provide the City with a notice of all
anticipated charges against the contingency.

Phase 1 Design Packages
Thorough understanding of the design packages is critical for
development of a Contract amendment for Phase 2. With a
self-performing open book approach, the number of design
packages is greatly simplified as the 20+/- one would have on a
strict CM approach, can be decreased to as few as four:
• Phase 2A UV Design Package
• Phase 2B Structure and Foundations
• Phase 2B Balance of Plant
• Phase 2B Architectural / HVAC (Personnel Improvements)

Technical Proposal
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The Strength of our
Integrated JV
• Labor Force. The AECOM-WML JV has
the labor force to perform all critical
aspects of the project.
• Extensive DB Experience. Our combined
experience provides accurate pricing while
managing risk and meeting the project objectives.
This experience derives from years of lessons learned
within California’s unique design-build market.
• Integrated JV structure. We have combined the best resources and experience of both organizations to
deliver the project with a focus on quality, process ingenuity, cost-certainty and long-term operational
considerations. We have a keen sense of operational hot buttons, providing equipment from quality, timetested suppliers with a focus on energy efficiency.
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4. Approach to Collaboration
The AECOM/WML Design-Build team’s approach to collaboration centers
on creating a true partnership with our clients. The benefits the City of
Stockton will realize include the cost and schedule benefits of moving
from concept through detailed design, while working with our integrated
design-build team’s estimators, project controls and construction staff
throughout, for the development of a fully transparent project GMP and
innovation driven scope of work.
A Progressive Design Build requires close collaboration
between the design-builder and owner to be successful.
Successful collaboration starts with the structure of the
design-build team. The AECOM/WML team is a fully integrated
joint venture, meaning that risks are not compartmentalized
(i.e., construction risk vs. design risk). Our JV team is taking this
risk jointly. This, plus our strong working partnership, forces/
incentivizes the team to truly integrate to achieve the project
goals.
In non-integrated teams, where risk is compartmentalized,
there is often tension between the Designer, General
contractor/construction manager and trade and specialty
subcontractors as they protect themselves from risk they
have not assumed. This tension can filter into the decision
making process creating inefficiencies that can foster conflict,
resulting in entrenched, adversarial positions, which have no
place in a collaborative process.
Another benefit of our fully integrated team that promotes
collaboration and efficiencies throughout every stage of the
project. For instance, during the Alternative Assessment phase,
our design team has full access to WML’s California estimating
team to accurately cost options so that decisions can be made
quickly, collaboratively, and full assurance the right decision
has been made.
As the owner, you will find it simple and straight forward to
blend your team into a fully integrated design-build team.

Building a Fully Integrated Project Team
Building a fully integrated project team starts with getting the
right people in the right roles. The core team that will provide
command and control over the project is critical to success. We
recently went through this process building the team for the
City of Davis DB project. We developed a functional organization
chart and fill the roles collectively with the best qualified
individual available. This creates the strongest/smartest team
possible.
City of Stockton RWCF Project

The process starts with a partnering workshop. We bring in
a third party professional facilitator to help us get to know
each other and work through expectations and goals. Results
of this workshop include a clear delineation of your goals and
expectations, clear metrics to define work progress, clear
metrics to define success, a project plan that defines project
communications and controls, and a charter document that
defines the team governance. For this project, we anticipate a
two day workshop where the first day is devoted to “getting to
know each other” and the second day is devoted to developing a
common project plan and charter document.
We will have a second partnering session prior to kicking off
Phase 2 Construction. The focus changes significantly at this
point requiring a refreshing of priorities and expectations. We
will bring in the same facilitator with similar goals. This will be a
single day session.

Collaboration Equals Communication
Successful collaboration is dependent on excellent
communication, with near instantaneous access between
the City and the AECOM / WML JV team. However, some
fundamental structure is required ensure efficiency and
functionality. This structure is a Communication Plan
that outlines communication protocols, hierarchies, and
documentation procedures. The plan encompasses meetings,
reports, telephone discussions, electronic communications,
and presentations. The plan also outlines emergency
communications protocols and procedures.

Key Elements of AECOM / WML’s Communication
Strategy:
1. Co-locate resources to the greatest extent possible
2. Make key decisions in face-to-face meetings
3. Utilize video conferencing for regular communication

Technical Proposal
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Workshops

Key Meetings

With these features in place the project team can effectively
conduct the day to day business of the project. The overall
approach to collaboration and communication needed to
conduct the day to day business of the project is a framework
of meetings and workshops each with a specific function and
purpose. The following is the framework of our approach:
1. Partnering Workshops with the City and the City’s team to
define the expectations and goals of the project
2. Risk Management Workshops to develop and continuously
update a Project Execution Plan that incorporates
identified issues/risks and mitigation strategies
3. Management meetings where such items as performance,
risk, and safety are standing topics
4. Project meetings where the day to day business of the
project is executed
5. Special meetings where specific process, cost, or
alternatives analysis is conducted
6. Construction Staging meetings (Phase 2)
7. O+M and Training meetings (Phase 2 and beyond)
8. Transfer of Knowledge to the City (Training)
9. Other—as needed
These workshops and meetings each have their own purpose,
agenda, and team member attendance. Meetings and
workshops will incorporate the three features listed above
as needed to promote the maximum efficiency possible. The
timing of these workshops is indicated on our project schedule
(Section 5), and more details on these discipline specific
meetings we propose is included in Section 2.

Formal Reviews and Data/Document
Management
Document management is a key element to promote effective
communication and collaboration. Our team has developed
simple, yet effective, processes and procedures for technical
reviews and business checks and balances. We utilize a
variety of web-based platforms that are easily customized to
Technical Proposal

Value Engineering

project needs. These web-based systems are used to track,
store, and transmit communications and are a key tool to
facilitate effective collaboration. It is very important that
the chosen system be easy to use but include the complete
functionality required for the project. Our team has a proven
track record of getting the balance between simplicity of use
and completeness of functionality just right. (Refer to DMS in
Section 3).

As with any multi-year
construction project of
this magnitude there are always
unforeseen challenges that arise
and must be dealt with, however,
AECOM successfully managed the
project through myriad issues. I
was most impressed with their
ability to keep all project tasks on
track to meet contractual
milestones. Their attention to
customer satisfaction was
outstanding, and willingness to
meet and discuss issues with
residents and other City and/or
State officials led to the overall
success of the project.”
-Steve Coutu, Director of Public Works, East Providence, RI
City of Stockton RWCF Project
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A History of
Successful Teamwork
Both AECOM and WML are
headquartered in California and we have
spent 60 years building the relationship
between our two firms. WML has completed
more than 30 separate water/wastewater
projects with AECOM in California.
A small group of California projects where AECOM and
WML have worked closely together include:
• Fillmore Water Recycling Treatment Plant DBO, CA (APWA 2010 Wastewater project of the year and 6 other
awards). AECOM was the Program Manager and WML served as the treatment plant contractor on the DBO
team. Project was delivered on schedule and 10% under the GMP specified during the proposal stage
• 40 MGD Pacific Ethanol, Plant, Madera, CA. AECOM provided civil design and WML served as the EPC
contractor and achieved accelerated project delivery working 24 hours per day delivering the project while far
exceeding required nameplate design criteria.
• Diablo Grande WTP, Patterson, CA. AECOM was the designer and WML was the general contractor. The project
expanded plant capability, and improved water quality beating budget limits through total open book delivery
project approach with client.
• Rialto Disinfection Facility, Bloomington, CA. AECOM provided the design and WML performed the
construction complete with concrete containment structure, FRP storage tanks, peristaltic pumps, chlorine
mixer eductors, PVC piping and valves.

Project Schedule
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5. Project Schedule
As requested by the RFP, we have prepared a detailed schedule
for Phase 1 and a preliminary schedule for Phase 2. These
schedules are attached at the end of this section.
During Phase 1, we will work collaboratively with the City to
refine these schedules and arrive at an extensive, detailed, and
realistic baseline schedule meeting the project goals. AECOM/
WML uses web-based Primavera CPM Scheduling software for
access by all stakeholders. Adherence to the baseline schedule
will be achieved by constant vigilance to project milestones
while developing daily, weekly and monthly updates to the
baseline schedule. Every week a three-week look-ahead
schedule will be prepared detailing daily activities and will be
reviewed with the City staff at the weekly on site meeting. All
work items listed on the weekly schedule will be tied to the
overall project schedule via common activity identification
which will provide continuous clarity of the project status.

Design & GMP Development
The detailed design schedule and GMP development activities
have been carefully planned to allow ample time for the City’s
input, review and comment of the various stages of design, and
GMP development.

Theory of Constraints / Lean Construction
Techniques
We have successfully implemented an innovative project
management/scheduling technique known as theory of
constraints, or often referred to as a buffer management
technique. The principles behind this technique can be
summarized as follows:
1. Identify the particular constraints specific to the project,
whether this be:
»» Resource constraints

Meeting Schedule
The City’s current obligation is to implement a disinfection
solution by July 1, 2018 with the nitrogen compliance date
significantly later in 2024. As July 2018 is only 36 months
away, a different management approach is needed to ensure
compliance with this aggressive regulatory deadline. Our
approach is to form two project teams, one dedicated to
pursuing the DBP compliance project on a fast track basis and
the second team taking a slower but more thorough approach
to evaluating best value approaches for the ultimate facility
expansion.

»» Third party approval constraints (i.e. permitting)
»» Long-lead equipment delivery constraints
»» Construction / constructability constraints
»» Operational constraints
2. Jointly develop and agree an integrated project schedule
3. Joint schedule workshops are subsequently undertaken
on the integrated project schedule, to:
»» Review opportunities to mitigate the known
constraints

Key Milestones

»» Challenge the current schedule and seek
opportunities for improvement

This section is structured to identify key contract milestones,
internal AECOM milestones, as well as key dates for planned
interruptions, and shutdowns/tie-ins for successfully
interfacing with the operational works.

»» Generate an early target schedule under a true
partnering approach, combining the accumulated
contingency time and including this as a project time
buffer at the end of the schedule

Key Milestones

Calendar Days

Phase 1 Duration (from Notice to Proceed to
Phase 2 proposal submission)

454

Phase 2 Duration (from Notice to Proceed to
substantial completion)

1,554

Phase 1 Off-ramp (from Notice to Proceed to
bid set of plans and specs)

338

City of Stockton RWCF Project

»» Monitor and drive progress against the early target
schedule, monitoring buffer erosion as the project
progresses
To provide certainty in achieving the contract completion dates,
we will control schedule performance using this technique,
which provides a platform for managing uncertainty and risk.
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2016
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Stockton RWCF DB Project
Milestones
M1
M2
M4
M3
M5
M6
M7
M8
M8 ALT
M9
M10
M9 ALT
M11

Phase 1 - Notice To Proceed
10% Design - Complete
Phase 2 - Disinfection - Notice To Proceed
25% Design - Complete
50% Design - Complete
60% to 75% Design - Complete
Phase 1 - Complete
Phase 2 - Balance of Plant - Notice To Proceed
Off Ramp Services - Notice To Proceed
Phase 2 - Disinfection - Complete
100% Design - Complete
Off Ramp Services - Complete
Phase 2 - Balance of Plant - Complete

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

21OCT15

10d
10d
15d
5d
10d

07DEC15
21DEC15
21DEC15
13JAN16
20JAN16

18DEC15
05JAN16
12JAN16
19JAN16
02FEB16

10d
10d
15d
5d
5d
22d

03FEB16
17FEB16
17FEB16
09MAR16
16MAR16
23MAR16

16FEB16
01MAR16
08MAR16
15MAR16
22MAR16
21APR16

120
Prepare Draft Design Package
130
City Review Draft Design Package
140
Value Engineering & Cost Estimating
150
Finalize Design Package & Update Cost Estimate
160
City Review Design Package & Cost Estimate
Main Process Workshops

10d
10d
65d
10d
10d

21OCT15
04NOV15
18NOV15
22FEB16
07MAR16

03NOV15
17NOV15
18FEB16
04MAR16
18MAR16

170
Prepare Workshops
180
Headworks Workshop
190
Secondary Treatment Workshop
200
Tertiary Treatment Workshop
210
Prepare Workshop Summaries
Other Process Workshops

20d
1d
1d
1d
15d

04NOV15
02DEC15
03DEC15
04DEC15
07DEC15

01DEC15
02DEC15
03DEC15
04DEC15
28DEC15

220
Prepare Workshops
230
Wet Weather Management & Wetlands Workshop
240
Solids Handling Workshop
250
Other (TBD) Workshop
260
Prepare Workshop Summaries
Personnel Improvements Workshops

20d
1d
1d
1d
15d

07DEC15
06JAN16
07JAN16
08JAN16
11JAN16

05JAN16
06JAN16
07JAN16
08JAN16
29JAN16

270

25d 10DEC15

15JAN16

18MAR16
22APR16
18JUL16
24OCT16
17MAR17
17MAR17
20MAR17
20MAR17
28AUG17
04SEP17
21FEB18
21JUN21

Phase 1 - Notice To Proceed
10% Design - Complete
Phase 2 - Disinfection - Notice To Proceed
25% Design - Complete
50% Design - Complete
60% to 75% Design - Complete
Phase 1 - Complete
Phase 2 - Balance of Plant - Notice To Proceed
Off Ramp Services - Notice To Proceed
Phase 2 - Disinfection - Complete
100% Design - Complete
Off Ramp Services - Complete
Phase 2 - Balance of Plant - Complete

Phase 1 - Disinfection
25% Design
Design Package Development
10
Prepare Draft Design Package
20
City Review Draft Design Package
30
Value Engineering & Estimating
40
Finalize Design Package & Update Cost Estimate
50
City Review Design Package & Cost Estimate
60% to 75% Design
Design Package Development
60
70
80
90
100
110

Prepare Draft Design Package
City Review Draft Design Package
Value Engineering & Estimating
Finalize Design Package & Update Cost Estimate
City Review Design Package & Cost Estimate
Negotiate Phase 2 Contract

Prepare Draft Design Package
City Review Draft Design Package
Value Engineering & Estimating
Finalize Design Package & Update Cost Estimate
City Review Design Package & Cost Estimate

Prepare Draft Design Package
City Review Draft Design Package
Value Engineering & Estimating
Finalize Design Package & Update Cost Estimate
City Review Design Package & Cost Estimate
Negotiate Phase 2 Contract

Phase 1 - Balance of Plant
10% Design
Design Package Development

Prepare Workshops

Early bar
Progress bar
Critical bar
Summary bar
Start milestone point
Finish milestone point

Prepare Draft Design Package
City Review Draft Design Package
Value Engineering & Cost Estimating
Finalize Design Package & Update Cost Estimate
City Review Design Package & Cost Estimate
Prepare Workshops
Headworks Workshop
Secondary Treatment Workshop
Tertiary Treatment Workshop
Prepare Workshop Summaries
Prepare Workshops
Wet Weather Management & Wetlands Workshop
Solids Handling Workshop
Other (TBD) Workshop
Prepare Workshop Summaries
Prepare Workshops

AECOM & W. M. Lyles, a Joint Venture

Start date
21OCT15
Finish date
21JUN21
Data date
21OCT15
Page number 1A
Page count
3A
© Primavera Systems, Inc.

Activity
ID

Orig
Dur

Early
Start

1d
1d
1d
15d

18JAN16
19JAN16
20JAN16
21JAN16

18JAN16
19JAN16
20JAN16
10FEB16

15d
1d
1d
15d

21JAN16
11FEB16
12FEB16
15FEB16

10FEB16
11FEB16
12FEB16
04MAR16

25d
25d
10d
10d
30d
10d
10d

21MAR16
21MAR16
25APR16
25APR16
09MAY16
20JUN16
05JUL16

22APR16
22APR16
06MAY16
06MAY16
17JUN16
01JUL16
18JUL16

430
Prepare Workshops
440
Review Workshop(s)
450
Prepare Workshop Summaries
50% Design
Design Package Development

10d 25APR16
5d 09MAY16
10d 16MAY16

06MAY16
13MAY16
27MAY16

460
Perform Field Investigations
470
Finalize Basis of Design Reports
480
Prepare Initial Discipline Packages
490
Value Engineering & Cost Estimating
500
City Review Basis of Design Reports
510
City Review Initial Discipline Packages
520
Finalize Design Package & Update Cost Estimate
530
City Review Design Package & Cost Estimate
60% to 75% Design
Design Package Development

15d
25d
25d
35d
10d
10d
10d
10d

19JUL16
19JUL16
09AUG16
09AUG16
23AUG16
13SEP16
27SEP16
11OCT16

08AUG16
22AUG16
12SEP16
26SEP16
05SEP16
26SEP16
10OCT16
24OCT16

25d
25d
25d
10d
10d
10d
10d
15d
10d
44d

25OCT16
25OCT16
25OCT16
29NOV16
29NOV16
29NOV16
29NOV16
13DEC16
03JAN17
17JAN17

28NOV16
28NOV16
28NOV16
12DEC16
12DEC16
12DEC16
12DEC16
02JAN17
16JAN17
17MAR17

20d
10d
20d
20d
10d

22APR16
20MAY16
03JUN16
01JUL16
01AUG16

19MAY16
02JUN16
30JUN16
29JUL16
12AUG16

180d 03JUN16
230d 15AUG16
40d 03JUL17

10FEB17
30JUN17
28AUG17

Description

280
Operations Workshop
290
Maintenance Workshop
300
Administration Workshop
310
Prepare Workshop Summaries
Site Improvements Workshops
320
Prepare Workshops
330
Site Access & Roadways Workshop
340
Site Electrical & Controls Workshop
350
Prepare Workshop Summaries
25% Design
Design Package Development
360
Prepare Draft Basis of Design Reports
370
Prepare Draft Process Control Descriptions
380
City Review Draft Basis of Design Reports
390
City Review Draft Process Control Descriptions
400
Value Engineering & Cost Estimating
410
Finalize Design Package & Update Cost Estimate
420
City Review Design Package & Cost Estimate
Review Workshops

540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630

Prepare Permitting Plan
Prepare Startup, Commissioning, & Test Plan
Finalize Disciplline Packages
City Review Discipline Packages
City Review Startup, Commissioning, & Test Plan
City Review Permitting Plan
Value Engineering & Cost Estimating
Finalize Design Package & Update Cost Estimate
City Review Design Package & Cost Estimate
Negotiate Phase 2 Contract

Early
Finish

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J FM

Operations Workshop
Maintenance Workshop
Administration Workshop
Prepare Workshop Summaries
Prepare Workshops
Site Access & Roadways Workshop
Site Electrical & Controls Workshop
Prepare Workshop Summaries

Prepare Draft Basis of Design Reports
Prepare Draft Process Control Descriptions
City Review Draft Basis of Design Reports
City Review Draft Process Control Descriptions
Value Engineering & Cost Estimating
Finalize Design Package & Update Cost Estimate
City Review Design Package & Cost Estimate
Prepare Workshops
Review Workshop(s)
Prepare Workshop Summaries

Perform Field Investigations
Finalize Basis of Design Reports
Prepare Initial Discipline Packages
Value Engineering & Cost Estimating
City Review Basis of Design Reports
City Review Initial Discipline Packages
Finalize Design Package & Update Cost Estimate
City Review Design Package & Cost Estimate

Prepare Permitting Plan
Prepare Startup, Commissioning, & Test Plan
Finalize Disciplline Packages
City Review Discipline Packages
City Review Startup, Commissioning, & Test Plan
City Review Permitting Plan
Value Engineering & Cost Estimating
Finalize Design Package & Update Cost Estimate
City Review Design Package & Cost Estimate
Negotiate Phase 2 Contract

Phase 2 - Disinfection
100% Design
Design Package Development
640
Prepare Draft Design Package
650
City Review Draft Design Package
660
Complete Permitting Effort
670
Finalize Design Package
680
City Review Design Package
Construction Period
690
700
710

Procure Major Process Equipment
Construct Improvements
Startup & Commissioning

Early bar
Progress bar
Critical bar
Summary bar
Start milestone point
Finish milestone point

Prepare Draft Design Package
City Review Draft Design Package
Complete Permitting Effort
Finalize Design Package
City Review Design Package

Procure Major Process Equipment
Construct Improvements
Startup & Commissioning

AECOM & W. M. Lyles, a Joint Venture

Start date
21OCT15
Finish date
21JUN21
Data date
21OCT15
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Activity
ID

Description

Orig
Dur

Early
Start

Early
Finish

40d
20d
40d
40d
20d

20MAR17
15MAY17
12JUN17
12JUN17
08AUG17

12MAY17
09JUN17
07AUG17
07AUG17
04SEP17

360d 12JUN17
900d 05SEP17
80d 02MAR21

01NOV18
01MAR21
21JUN21

60d
20d
40d
40d
20d

20MAR17
12JUN17
11JUL17
11JUL17
05SEP17

09JUN17
10JUL17
04SEP17
04SEP17
02OCT17

40d 03OCT17
20d 28NOV17
40d 27DEC17

27NOV17
26DEC17
21FEB18

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J FM

Phase 2 - Balance of Plant
100% Design
Design Package Development
720
Prepare Draft Design Package
730
City Review Draft Design Package
740
Complete Permitting Efforts
750
Finalize Design Package
760
City Review Design Package
Construction Period
770
780
790

Procure Major Process Equipment
Construct Improvements
Startup & Commissioning

Prepare Draft Design Package
City Review Draft Design Package
Complete Permitting Efforts
Finalize Design Package
City Review Design Package

Procure Major Process Equipment
Construct Improvements
Startup & Commissioning

Off Ramp Services (Optional)
90% Design
800
Prepare Draft Design Package
810
City Review Draft Design Package
820
Complete Permitting Efforts
830
Finalize Design Package
840
City Review Design Package
Bidding Documents
850
860
870

Prepare Draft Bidding Documents
City Review Draft Bidding Documents
Finalize Bidding Documents

Early bar
Progress bar
Critical bar
Summary bar
Start milestone point
Finish milestone point

Prepare Draft Design Package
City Review Draft Design Package
Complete Permitting Efforts
Finalize Design Package
City Review Design Package

Prepare Draft Bidding Documents
City Review Draft Bidding Documents
Finalize Bidding Documents

AECOM & W. M. Lyles, a Joint Venture

Start date
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Finish date
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Data date
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Page number 3A
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Collins Electrical
Company, Inc.
Key Subcontractor
Company Profile
Collins Electrical Company, Inc. (COLLINS)
is one of the leading electrical construction
and engineering firms in Northern California
with approximately $100 Million in annual
revenues. Headquartered in Stockton and with
offices in Sacramento, Dublin, Modesto, Fresno and
Marina, COLLINS maintains a market focus on all commercial, industrial, and institutional market segments
throughout Northern California. As an IBEW Union contractor, COLLINS has maintained a long-term reputation
for unmatched quality and excellence in design, construction, and project management since 1928. We have
a management staff of 65 very talented people, and a field staff usually exceeding 100 IBEW State Certified
Electricians in the Stockton/Modesto area. Overall the company employs close to 300 of the “Simply the Best
People”.
A large component of our work is the Industrial/Municipal Market, with technical precision, extensive controls,
and massive distribution systems often defining projects. Collins Electrical delivers unmatched experience
with a proven track record of delivering quality in Industrial/Municipal applications from high-voltage
substations to specialized production processes. Water & wastewater make up the bulk of the projects up &
down the Central Valley, with the largest being the Fresno Waste Water Plant with an electrical contract value
of $20 million. We recently completed the Mariposa Energy Project, which was a 280 MW gas turbine power
generation facility near Mountain House, on time and within the electrical budget of $12 million. Collins has
the Project Management, the Field Management, the Field staff, the Finances, the design capabilities that far
exceed our competition.

David Denihan
Senior Vice President

F’dl P R [—I

Marsh Risk & Insurance Services
777 South Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90017
California Insurance License #0437153
+1 213 624 5555
David.Denihan@Marsh.com

www.marsh.com

July 10, 2015

Mr. Robert L. Granberg, P.E.
Assistant Director
City of Stockton
Department of Municipal Utilities
2500 Navy Drive
Stockton, CA 95206
Subject: City of Stockton Regional Wastewater Control Facility Project
Letter of Intent to Insure

Dear Mr Granberg:
AECOM Infrastructure, Inc. (AECOM) has submitted a Proposal in response to the City
of Stockton Request for Proposal for Progressive Design-Build Services, Regional
Wastewater Control Facilities
Marsh Risk and Insurance Services has been the insurance broker for AECOM for many
years providing coverage for their insurance program including but not limited to,
Professional Liability, General Liability, Automobile Liability and Contractors Pollution
Liability.
Evidence of insurance will be provided upon award of the project to AECOM and
successful negotiations of mutually agreeable contract terms.
Sincerel

,

-

David Denihan
Senior Vice President
cc:

Jeff Montibeller, AECOM
Mark McGinnis, Marsh

LADERSHIR KNowLEDGLsoLunoNs..woRLowIDE.

MARSH & MCLENNAN
COMPANIES

July 10, 2015
Mr. Robert L. Granberg, P.E.
Assistant Director of Municipal Utilities
City of Stockton, Municipal Utilities Department
2500 Navy Drive
Stockton, CA 95206
Subject:

City of Stockton Regional Wastewater Control Facility Project Letter of Intent to Insure

Dear Mr. Granberg:
In response to the referenced insurance requirements, Lockton Insurance Brokers, LLC currently is
AECOM Infrastructure, Inc.’s insurance broker for their Workers Compensation coverage. The following
confirms coverage’s as required by the California Workers Compensation Law:
Coverage A - Statutory Benefits
Coverage B - Employer’s Liability
$10,000,000 limit Bodily Injury by Accident – Each Accident
$10,000,000 limit Bodily Injury each employee by Disease
$10,000,000 limit Bodily Injury by Disease – Aggregate
Coverage C - All States Coverage except Monopolistic States
Stop Gap Liability coverage for Monopolistic States
Coverage includes Federal and State Endorsements including Voluntary Compensation, Alternate
Employer, USL&H and other Federal Endorsements as required.
Workers Compensation Insurance covered by The Insurance Company of the State of Pennsylvania,
which currently is rated A XV by Best Insurance Rating Service.
Sincerely,

James L. Knoop, ARM
Senior Vice President

LOCKTON INSURANCE BROKERS, LLC
License #0F15767
Newport Gateway Tower I / 19800 MacArthur Blvd., Ste. 1250 / Irvine, CA 92612-2434
949-252-4400 / FAX: 949-252-4410
www.lockton.com

UPDATED ORGANIZATION
CHART

Updated
Organization Chart

B
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Tesco
Key Subcontractor

Updated
Organization Chart

Company Profile
TESCO Controls Inc. has been involved in
the design, integration and implementation
of Industrial, Water and Wastewater Systems
for over 40 years. During this time TESCO has
been involved with the design and implementation
of over 1000 SCADA, telemetry and computer
integrated control systems, many of which have been in
operation for more than twenty years. Tesco has completed over 50,000 projects, with the majority delivering
instrumentation and control systems to the water and wastewater industries, confirming our commitment to
the water control business. Furthermore, TESCO is currently working on the Stockton PLC Hardware Upgrades
project as the trusted solutions provider for the City of Stockton.
CSIA Certified
TESCO Controls, Inc. is certified by the Control System Integrators Association (CSIA). In order for a CSIA
member to earn certification, it must pass an independent, third-party audit based on the CSIA’s Best
Practices and Benchmarks criteria. Best Practices include SCADA/Controls workshops at all phases of design
and implementation. This set of criteria is the accepted roadmap for control system integrators committed
to delivering the level of quality, performance, and long term support their clients expect and deserve. When
using a CSIA Certified member, you are assured that your system integrator will have the experience, expertise,
resources financial stability and business acumen to deliver a successful project.
Total Support
Furthermore, TESCO employs an
extensive support program for customer,
technical, and project support, which are
available 24-hours a day, 7 days a week
and 365 days a year. Our support program
is facilitated through all of TESCO’s
facilities providing prompt and expedited
response throughout the United States.
And with over 250 local employees
located in Sacramento, CA, TESCO is able
to provide the technical resources and
support for the project within prompt
reach of the City of Stockton.

AECOM/WML JV

City of Stockton
RWCF Project

Figure X
Organizational Charts for Phase 1 and 2

PHASE 1 ORGANIZATION

PHASE 2 ORGANIZATION

Technical Advisor

Client Liaison

Technical Advisor

Client Liaison

Beverly Stinson (A)

Brian Adams (A)

Beverly Stinson (A)

Brian Adams (A)

JV Management Board

DB Project Manager

Safety Manager

JV Management Board

DB Project Manager

Safety Manager

Dave Clancy (A)
Stan Simmons (WML)

Scott Thibault (A)

Scott McElwain (WML)

Dave Clancy (A)
Stan Simmons (WML)

Scott Thibault (A)

Scott McElwain (WML)

Design Manager

Construction Manager

Operations Manager

Design Manager

Construction Manager

Operations Manager

Briah Harrington (A)

Joe Lawrence (WML)

Gerry Stevens (A)

Brian Harrington (A)

Joe Lawrence (WML)

Gerry Stevens (A)

THM Design

Process Design

THM Design

Process Design

Construction Team

Operations Team

Simon Wills (A)

Brian Harrington (A)

Simon Wills (A)

Brian Harrington (A)

Superintendent
Tony Mueller (WML)

Start-up Support
Eric Jones (HSE)

Support Services
Support Services

Cost Estimating
Mark McClenahan (A)

Geotechnical
Kleinfelder
Design Support
HydroScience

Cost Estimating
Mark McClenahan (A)

Geotechnical
Kleinfelder

Permitting
Barbara Bartholomae (A)

Permitting
Barbara Bartholomae (A)

Design Support
HydroScience

Design Disciplines
AECOM

Design Disciplines
AECOM

LEGEND
(A)= AECOM
(WML)= W.M. Lyles
(HSE)= HydroScience
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RWCF Progressive Design-Build Project
Sludge Dewatering Building
DESCRIPTION
Earthwork
Excavation
Subgrade Prep
Agg. Base
Backfill
Load Trucks
Off-haul Spoils

Labor & Equipment
QTY

UNIT

UNIT

2,611
7,500
278
952
1,659
138

CY
SF
CY
CY
CY
LD

14.00
1.25
28.00
25.00
2.10

493
558
369
60

CY
CY
CY
CY

250.00
700.00
700.00
300.00

Misc. Metals

1

LS

25,200.00

Piping

1

LS

150,000.00

Equipment
Screw Presses
Sludge Conveyor System
Polymer Feed Systems
Filtrate Pumps
Plant Drain Pump Station
Overhead Crane

4
1
4
2
1
1

EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

10,000.00
30,000.00
1,500.00
2,500.00
25,000.00
20,000.00

6,650
6,650
4,655
1
1,051
4,840,028

SF
SF
SF
LS
CY
$

Concrete
Slabs
Walls
Decks
Equipment Bases

Major Subs
Pre-engineered Metal Building Sub
Architectural Subs
Mechanical Subs
Paint & Coatings Sub
Rebar Sub
Electrical & Instrumentation Sub

Totals

1

LS

1,172,782

TOTAL
36,556
9,375
7,778
23,796
3,484
123,148
390,833
258,611
18,000
25,200
150,000
40,000
30,000
6,000
5,000
25,000
20,000
1,172,782

Materials Excluding Tax
UNIT

40.00

200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
63,600.00
475,000.00

350,000.00
275,000.00
50,000.00
30,000.00
50,000.00
75,000.00

2,905,785

*CONFIDENTIAL*
Page 10 of 12

TOTAL
11,111
98,519
111,667
73,889
12,000
63,600
475,000
1,400,000
275,000
200,000
60,000
50,000
75,000
2,905,785

Subcontracts
UNIT

50.00

40.00
10.00
15.00
100,000.00
240.00
0.23

1,874,667

TOTAL
6,914
266,000
66,500
69,825
100,000
252,222
1,113,206
1,874,667

Direct Cost
UNIT
14.00
1.25
68.00
25.00
2.10
50.00
450.00
900.00
900.00
500.00
88,800.00
625,000.00
360,000.00
305,000.00
51,500.00
32,500.00
75,000.00
95,000.00
40.00
10.00
15.00
100,000.00
240.00
0.23
5,953,234

TOTAL
36,556
9,375
18,889
23,796
3,484
6,914
221,667
502,500
332,500
30,000
88,800
625,000
1,440,000
305,000
206,000
65,000
75,000
95,000
266,000
66,500
69,825
100,000
252,222
1,113,206
5,953,234

RWCF Progressive Design-Build Project
Personnel Improvements
DESCRIPTION

Labor & Equipment
QTY

UNIT

UNIT

Admin. Building Remodel & Expansion
- Incl. Space for Eng. & Safety Staff
New Laboratory Building
- Incl. Space for Environmental Staff
Operations Building Improvements
Control Room Improvements
Maintenance Building Expansion
Tertiary Support Building Improvements
Demolish Safety Building
Lump Sum Allowance for All Building
Improvements to be Allocated per
City of Stockton.

Totals

1

1

LS

1,500,000.00

LS

1,500,000

TOTAL
1,500,000
1,500,000

Materials Excluding Tax
UNIT

3,000,000.00

3,000,000

*CONFIDENTIAL*
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TOTAL
3,000,000
3,000,000

Subcontracts
UNIT

3,000,000.00

3,000,000

TOTAL
3,000,000
3,000,000

Direct Cost
UNIT
7,500,000.00
7,500,000

TOTAL
7,500,000
7,500,000

RWCF Progressive Design-Build Project
Site Improvements and Demolition
DESCRIPTION
Sitework
Paving & Grading
Curb, Gutter, & Sidewalk
Landscaping

Labor & Equipment
QTY

UNIT

200,000
1
1

SF
LS
LS

UNIT

Modifications to Existing Facilities
Secondary Effluent Pump Station
Modify Discharge Piping
Bypass Pump Station
Tie-In Piping

1

LS

25,000.00

1

LS

50,000.00

Demolition
Trickling Filters
Biotowers
Secondary Clarifier Mechanisms
Daft Mechanisms
Gravity Thickener No. 1

3
3
4
4
1

EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

Totals

1

LS

75,000

TOTAL
25,000
50,000
75,000

Materials Excluding Tax
UNIT

50,000.00
75,000.00

125,000

*CONFIDENTIAL*
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TOTAL
50,000
75,000
125,000

Subcontracts
UNIT

6.00
120,000.00
150,000.00

75,000.00
150,000.00
25,000.00
25,000.00
25,000.00

2,370,000

TOTAL
1,200,000
120,000
150,000
225,000
450,000
100,000
100,000
25,000
2,370,000

Direct Cost
UNIT
6.00
120,000.00
150,000.00
75,000.00
125,000.00
75,000.00
150,000.00
25,000.00
25,000.00
25,000.00
2,570,000

TOTAL
1,200,000
120,000
150,000
75,000
125,000
225,000
450,000
100,000
100,000
25,000
2,570,000

AECOM / W.M. Lyles Co.
3960 Industrial Blvd.
Suite 300
W. Sacramento, CA 95691
(916) 375-1833 Office
(916) 375-1848 Fax
www.aecom.com
www.wmlyles.com

